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This Centennial year of the Hatch Act, which established state agri
cultural experiment stations in the United States, provides an opportunity to
reflect on the beginning, development, growth, and impacts ,of agricultural
research and education in the United States. Public sector agricultural
research started in the United States in the mid-19th century. Private
sector inventive activity started even earlier. Major landmarks in public
sector institutions for agricultural research were the establishment of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1862, the Morrill Act of 1862 giving
federal land-grants to each state for the support of a college to teach agri
culture and mechanical arts, and the Hatch Act of 1887 giving federal support
to state agricultural experiment stations. Public agricultural extension
activities started about the turn of the century, and the Smith-Lever Act of
1914 established the Cooperative Extension Service. •This book is organized
into five parts and 14 chapters.
I describes the long-term institutional development of the public
supported agricultural research, education, and extension systems. The major
components of the research system are the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA), State Agricultural Experiment Stations (SAES), and private sector
firms. Part I has two objectives. First, it describes the evolution and
impact of major institutional forces that resulted in the establishment of
the publicly supported research and education systems. This section provides
new insights into the creation of the system. Heretofore, the SAES, for
example, have been viewed as a technology transfer phenomenon or the U.S.
adoption of the early German Experiment Station model. Chapter 1, however,
shows that unique American institutional forces were extremely important in
li
the "birth" of the U.S. system. The German model was substantially modified
to take account of resource, economic, and institutional factors that were
unique to the United States. Second, it describes the emergence and growth
of public supported agricultural research and education in the U.S. over
time. Included in Chapter 2 is a description of the "embroyonic'.' educa
tional, research, and extension institutions that were in place before
federal legislation was passed and the major contribution of new federal
legislation to the establishment of the USDA, land-grant universities, SAES,
and Cooperative Extension Service. This chapter also presents and compares
the spending on agricultural research by the USDA, SAES, and private sector
over the long period 1888-1984.
Part II examines the input-resource side of the U.S. agricultural
research and education system. The primary objective is to examine
historical trends and allocation patterns for agricultural funding and
science manpower and to examine the structural organization of agricultural
research.
, In Part III, we describe and examine the direct outputs or products of
agricultural research. These are new technologies, agricultural inventions,
crop varieties, scholarly publications and citations, and newly trained
scientists or Ph.D.s.
Hart IV examines the impacts of U.S, agricultural research and education
on agricultural productivity. The objectives are to review the methodology
for measuring agricultural productivity, examine the historical trends in
U.S. agricultural productivity, and to provide econometric evidence on the
contributions of public research with different science foci, private agri
cultural research, education, and extension to state agricultural
iii
productivity since the 1950s.
In Part V we identify and examine the contemporary and future research
and education policy issues. These policy issues will be confined to those
emerging from the study.
t*
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The key federal legislation serving as a foundation for the USDA-SAES
research-teaching-cxtension system was: the act establishing the USDA» 1862;
a the Morrill or Land Grant College Act, 1862; the Hatch Act providing for State
Agricultural Experiment Station research support, 1887; and various acts
providing for agricultural extension support. These legislative acts and the
institutions developed and supported by them can be described as major
institutional innovations. Each institutional innovation was preceded by
important institutional developments. They were not simply the product of
exceptional "inspiration" or of the "design creativity" of legislators and
policymakers of the day. By the time each of these major pieces of legislation
were passed, considerable institutional development and experience with
precedent institutions had been realized.
This chapter describes the preceding institutional developments. The
earliest of these institutional developments is the U.S. patent system which
provided a means to stimulate invention by private individuals and firms. The
Patent Office itself, however, recognized the limitations of the patent system
for providing incentives for developing certain types of inventions
(particularly biological inventions), and it engaged in public reserach and
related activities. Some of these activities were later transferred to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Agricultural societies were established in the early part of the 19th
century. Their activities (particularly the agricultural fairs) to promote the
progress of agriculture stimulated the establishment of Colleges of Agriculture
in several states before the passage of the Morrill Act in 1862. They also
supported experiment stations in several states before the passage of the Hatch
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Act. The agricultural societies were also the forerunners to the more formal
agricultural farm organizations, notably the Grange.
Although a discussion of these Institutional developments is of general
historical interest, it also has contemporary policy interest. Policymakers,
concerned with the relationships between public sector (USDA-SAES) research and
extension programs and growing private sector agricultural research activities,
can learn from the historical perspective provided by the early U.S.
Intellectual property system and inventions. Similarly, policymakers concerned
with the political support base for agricultural research and extension will




Patent Law and the Patent Office
Legislative History
The principle of "protection for new means of manufacture" was first
enunciated in 1623 in England during the reign of James I, in the Statute of
Monopolies which abolished a wide range of monopolies then in existence except
for those on inventions. "Die basic principle underlying this statute was that
protection (i.e., the power to prevent others from using an invention) would
encourage invention and progress. There was an explicit recognition that a
trade-off or bargain was being made. The society would accept certain costs or
losses associated with the granting of a monopoly in return for the gains from
the encouragement of Invention.
European legal developments in the early 18th century clarified
intellectual property rights somewhat further and established guidelines for
determining which inventions might qualify for protection (i.e., novelty
requirements). England and France established patent systems in the 18th
century, and these systems effectively served as a prototype for the U.S.
system.
The effective functioning of a patent system ultimately required that an
invention meet three standards of patentability: (1) novelty -- the invention
must be new; (2) usefulness -- the invention must have potential usefulness;
and (3) an inventive step -- the invention must be "unobvious to one skilled in
the art." In addition, a full disclosure of the Invention was required so that
the invention could be practiced by others.
During the eighteenth century in Colonial America, the granting of a
patent amounted to a petition upon the good graces of the government. Thus we
find the following record of a patent granted in 1717 by the lieutenant
governor of Pennsylvania:
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The petition of Thomas Masters humbly sheweth, that at the humble
representation of your petitioner's wife, Sybella Masters, his Majesty has
been graciously pleased to grant him two several patents under the broad
seal; one for the sole cleansing, curing and refining of Indian Corn
growing in the plantations, fitter for shipping and transportation, in a
manner not before found out or practised. ... -
Your petitioner prays leave to record the said patents in the
province and territories, and such a favorable recommendation thereof from
the board, as may the more effectually answer his Majesty's most gracious
intentions to him, and promote and forward such useful inventions and
manufactures to the public, which he has at a vast expense set on foot and
projected. ;
The reply is noteworthy in that it reveals a discretionary attitude to the
disclosure of the novel information contained in the patent:
The board having taken into consideration the said petition, thought
fit not only to allow the said Thomas Masters to record the said patents,
but also to publish them.
Since a patent derives its effectiveness in the bargain It strikes (exchanging
monopoly rights for the information required to reproduce the invention), this
attitude towards the public disclosure of the new art seems quite singular.
The records of the Connecticut colonial government show that, "not
unfrequently," the government by a special act conferred patent rights, ranging
from three to fifteen years in duration, upon citizens for discoveries. For
example, in 1728 the legislature granted a patent for ten years (half that
requested) for the discovery of how to convert common iron into good steel,
"provided the petitions improved the art to any good and reasonable
perfection," within two years.
The founding fathers incorporated intellectual property protection into
the Constitution, which contains the oft-granted clause (Art. 1, Sec. B) • |
"Congress shall have the power...to promote the progress of science
and useful arts, by securing for limited times for authors and inventors .
the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries."
Figure 1.1 provides a summary of federal legislation that defined and
expanded the role of the Patent Office over the period 1787 to 1862. Five
categories of legal developments are represented: patent standards, extensions
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of the basic patent instrument, judicial protection and redress, citizenship
requirements, and the duties of the Patent Office. The legislation reveals the
groping but steady efforts of the government to encourage private invention via
"protecting the rights of men of genius in the fruits of intellectual labor."
The cardinal incentive of a patent law is the monopoly power granted to
the inventor. This incentive depends upon establishing the noveltv of the
invention. Because the invention is new, the patentee has the legitimate right
to exclude others from using it during the life of the patent. Novelty was
incorporated into the first patent act, being certified by two Cabinet members.
As Tables 1.1 and 1.2 show, agricultural inventions were among the first
granted under this law. For reasons that are not clear, the patent act was
repealed in 1793; the most far-reaching Implication of the new act was that
applicants were only required to "swear or affirm" that they thought themselves
to be the "true inventor or discoverer," much like the provisions of European
laws. Although the act of 1794 restored the Judicial rights of inventors who
wished to sue to prove that they had in fact patented first, the Patent Office
did not itself attempt to prevent infringing patents from being granted.
Because of this, according to the first Commissioner of Patents, "duplicates
and triplicates of the same thing were often patented."
The lack of novelty examination after 1793 left interferences (conflicting
claims) to a private enforcement.!/ The record shows that, on both foreign and
domestic fronts. Congress was sensitive to the enforcement of inventor's
rights. The citizenship requirement was relaxed in 1800 and again in 1832 to
permit the more-rapid introduction of foreign-origin technology into the
American economy. Patent disputes were treated more nearly like other property
disputes^y the act of 1819, which gave litigants access to the appellate
courts.V
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During the 1830s it became apparent that the system, overburdened with
complaints, favored imitators at the expense of "men of genius." In 1836,
Congress made the first comprehensive attempt to restrict patents to true
inventions. If the invention were known or used in this country, or published
anywhere in the world, the inventor was barred from obtaining a patent.
Furthermore, he was required to furnish a description of the invention that was
sufficiently exact to permit an ordinary person skilled in the art to make and
use it (the beginning of the "enabling disclosure" requirement). He could not
protect what he did not disclose. Then in the supplementary act of 1837,
Congress further specified that a patent claim could not be "too broad."2/
which extended the doctrine regarding "reduction to practice."
Despite the 1836 legislature, an Inevitable amount of ambiguity in the
perception of Congress's intent remained. Where the ambiguity concerned an
inventor's rights or duties, this could only be resolved through litigation.
Because of accelerating industrialization, a number of cases arose to test
various points of the law. Perhaps the greatest omission from the legislation
was any concept of inventiveness sex. ge, as distinct from novelty. In
P^tchkis? V. greenwood, 52 U.S. 248 (1850), the Supreme Court applied the
standard given in the "enabling disclosure" requirement to devise a test of
inventiveness: unless
more ingenuity and skill was required...than were possessed by an ordinary
mechanic acquainted with the business, there was an absence of that degree
of skill and ingenuity which constitutes essential elements of everv
invention.
This subsequently came to be known as the "nonobviousness" test: If an
Improvement were obvious to those skilled in the art, it was not an invention.
In Figure 1.2 we present a sampling of the major patent decisions of the
nineteenth century, in addition to Hotchklss. It can be seen that» logically
enough, the majority of these decisions bore directly or Indirectly on
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questions of novelty and the existence of a separate "inventive step". To a
large degree, this results from the desire to be able accurately to distinguish
Inventions from greater or lesser advances. Such a desire Is not surprising in
view of the fact that the primary business of the Patent Office is to award a
private property right, and that it Is quite costly for these rights to
"overlap".
We may also remark in passing that the Patent Office and the courts
maintained a rather rigorous distinction between the technical characterists of
inventions and their economic significance in terms of establishing
patentability. Widespread use did not establish the priina facie utility of an
Invention, and still less so its novelty CMcLaln v. Ortmaver>. Economic
success was seen as the result of successfully delineated private property
rights, and not their determinant (Lowell v. Lewis). Because the premium was
placed on early disclosure, there was ample evidence of inventors who obtained
patents on inventions that Initially were economically infeasible; in response,
V Congress instituted the option of "reissuing" Inventions if it could be shown
that sufficient time has not passed for the Invention to be generally
introduced, despite the inventor's efforts to develop It Into a marketable
invention.^
Agricultural Invention in the U.S. Economy
In keeping with its role in the rest of the economy, agriculture led all
other fields in the share of patents granted during 1790-1849 followed by
textiles, stoves, metallurgy, and chemicals. See Table 1.1. Several other
fields comprise patents with an agricultural orientation; textiles (flax and
hemp breaks, cotton gins); presses (cotton and hay balers, cider presses);
mills; leather (horse collars and harnesses). Although interest ran strong in
fertilizers beginning In the 1840's, no true fertilizers or other agricultural
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chemical patents had been granted by 1849. One might also note that the nature
of frontier agriculture required extensive land-clearing, and stump-pullers and
other devices for making land suitable for cultivation received some attention
from inventors. A handful of irrigation-related patents had also been obtained
by the end of this period.
Table 1.1 also shows the number of patents awarded by state during the
period 1790-1849 for twenty-one different technology fields, including
agricultural patents.
As the largest state by population, New York led all states during this
period in the cumulative number of patents granted; it accounted for about 30%
of all U.S. patents. Massachusetts and Pennsylvania had nearly identical
totals, but less than half of New York's, and the constituent fields were
represented in much different proportions. Connecticut, with the fourth
highest total, shows a remarkably high degree of inventive activity, given its
small population. Together these four states accounted for nearly two-thirds
of all U.S. patents during this period.
It Is evident from the table that the southern states, overall, exhibited
a much smaller capacity for Invention, in proportion to their population. The
last two columns show the ratio of total patents per thousand total (white)
population, and the ratio of agricultural patents to the (estimated white)
rural population. Using this criteria, the only state with substantial
patenting in the South was Virginia, which ranked seventh among all states, and
fourth in agricultural patenting. North and South Carolina also had high
proportions of agricultural patents.
Among the states admitted to the Union after 1789, Maine and Ohio stand
out as the largest contributors. Maine, despite being the source of only
one-fifth as many total patents as Massachusetts, nevertheless accounted for
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more agricultural patents or nearly one- quarter of the total for New England.
Our breakdown by technology fields shows that the majority of Maine's patents
fell in the category of grain threshers and flax and hemp breakers. (See
below.) Compared with, say, Virginia or New Jersey, whose totals are similar,
one can see the emphasis among Maine inventors upon resource-based industries
and raw materials processing: presses, mills, lumber and stone and clay
patents accounted for nearly 29 percent of Maine's total, about 16 percent in
Virginia, and only 9 percent in New Jersey. Ohio, with a population nearly
four times the size of Maine's, accounted for only about 55 percent more total
patents. Again, a higher proportion of these than the national average were
related to agriculture. By 1850 Ohio had many threshing patents and had begun
to develop some inventive capability in plows, corn shellers, horse harness,
and in post-harvest grain and dairy technology.
One can find an illustrative example of the impetus towards and effects of
westward expansion in the comparison between Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
As we noted above, by the end of this period New England soils suffered from
nutrient depletion, and their yield potential had never been as high as in the
Hudson Valley and beyond. New England had already begun the shift towards an
industrial base for its economy. Pennsylvania had taken out nearly three times
as many agricultural patents as inventors from Massachusetts. They also showed
significant margins in grinding mills, land transportation, engines and
chemicals, probably as a result of the large mining sector. The relative
strengths of Massachusetts were textiles (ranked first, and just slightly
behind New York's textile total), metallurgy (second), calorific devices
(third), and lumber and leather manufacture.
As the table indicates, patents granted to foreigners were of limited
Importance during 1790 to 1849.
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Table 1.2 reports a tabulation of early agricultural inventions in
selected agricultural technology fields. When the state in which the inventor
resided is known, It is indicated. It is noteworthy that a significant number
of inventions were made before 1800 and that inventions in most of the selected
invention fields had been made before 1810. Early inventors were not
concentrated in a particular state but were distributed among states roughly in
proportion to population.
It is of further interest to note that virtually all early inventions were
mechanical in nature. Chemical and electrical Inventions were not produced In
significant numbers until after 1850. These early Inventions were not produced
by trained engineers or chemists but were the product of people engaged in
economic activity. Farmers made a number of these inventions.
Table 1.3 reports a tabulation of patents granted by 5 year period.
1790-1849, for selected agricultural technology fields. In general, these data
show a pattern of steady growth in patenting activity in most fields
(distilleries are an exception) over this period. The table shows that the
more stringent standards for patentability after 1836 reduced the number of
patents granted.
It is also clear from Table 1.3 that although the technology fields are
fairly narrowly defined numerous inventions are being made in each field. The
popular notion that a single invention can be said to be the invention of the
reaper or of the cotton picker or other machine is not consistent with these
data. The first McCormlck patent for a reaper was granted in 1836 (a second
was granted in 1857). It, however, was preceded by several earlier patents,
(notably those of Bell and Hussey).
Much of this invention was stimulated by the expansion of population to
westward regions. Table 1.4 presents data by state of origin for all
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agricultural patents in the 22 agricultural technology fields, 1810-1849. The
patterns of patenting by state is quite clearly related to the settlement.
Roughly fifty years or so after first settlement began in a state patenting
activity emerges. Most of this inventive activity is related to agriculture
and reflects the stimulation to invention provided by new soil and climate
conditions and new problems.
The Agricultural Division of the Patent Office
The first Commissioner of Patents, Henry Ellsworth, was an agricultural
enthusiast. He understood the need for better data describing the largest
sector of the economy. Largely because of his efforts, Congress not only
appropriated funds to begin collecting agricultural data, but the Patent Office
also began a concerted effort to collect seed varieties from the states and
many foreign countries, and to introduce and distribute the best varieties to
various regions that were deemed inadequately endowed by nature. He was among
the first public official actively to encourage treating agriculture like any
other industry in efforts to improve productivity. He writes, for example,
Husbandry seems to be viewed as a natural blessing that needs no aid
from legislation . . . the production of the soil are regarded by too many
as common bounties of Providence, to be gratefully enjoyed, but without
further thought or reflection . . .The Patent Office is crowded with men
of enterprise, who, when they bring the models of their improvements in
[agricultural] implements, are eager to communicate a knowledge of every
other kind of improvement in agriculture, and especially new and valuable
varieties of seeds and plants . . . [EJxperience has induced [me] to
believe that there is no spot in the Union so favorable to this object as
the seat of Government.
The introduction of a new variety of wheat promises the most
gratifying results, in securing that important and indispensable
production from the destructive effects of our severe winters.
Finally, he wrote, he would
continue to do all in his power to promote the secondary, though
important, object [agricultural improvement], which has thus become, in
some degree, connected with the Patent Office, in the full believe that
Congress will find it for the public interest, either now or at some
future period, to give a more definite character to the measures which
have thus been commenced for this most important object.
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The agricultural societies were active during the early 1800's in
obtaining foreign seeds and distributing them among their members. <See
below.) The early agricultural societies had wealthy farmers and plantation
owners as members rather than common farmers. There was a problem, however,
with relying on private incentives for individuals to go abroad to obtain
seeds. They in general did not have a way of making these ventures a
commercial success. There was no legal protection of plant material so that
reproduction and resale was uncontrolled. Thus, the individual could only
expect to gain through increased profitability on his own farm, and this could
be diminished as other individuals obtained and planted the new seeds.
The Secretary of Treasury in 1819 (the Patent Office was first located in
this department) took the first step for Federal government involvement in seed
collection. He sent requests to the U.S. consuls and naval officers asking
them to collect seeds in foreign locations and send them back to the U.S. He
also gave a rationale for government aid to germplasm collection. The U.S.
institutions do not give exclusive advantage to the importer for his or her
introductions. Furthermore, it was known by now that a very small percentage
of the new seeds would be successful. Thus, to have agricultural development
of the whole land area of the United States, it was going to take steady
massive introductions of new seeds from abroad to find plants that would
produce food and feed. In addition, massive introductions were later required
to stay ahead of crop pests, diseases and insects frequently became a problem
with locally used varieties. This task was too large and costly for
individuals to undertake.
A second Treasury request was sent in 1827 encouraging more attention
seed/plant to collection work and provided detailed instructions on procedures
for the preservation and shipping of seeds. The Navy proved particularly
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cooperative. Between 1836 and 1849 the U.S. Patent Office took special
interest in novel plant varieties. In 1839, the Conunissioner got Congress to
put up money directly for the collection and distribution of seeds, plants, and
agricultural statistics. (Note: the Patent Office was first located in the
Department of Treasury and later moved to the Department of Interior. The
Agricultural Division of the Patent Office was established before the shift.)
Mass selection of varieties was the only simple plant breeding principles
available for selecting among the new seeds Introduced. At this time only very
general things were known about where or why plants were adapted to particular
locations. Thus, a critical step in the new plant introduction program was the
large scale distribution of the seeds to farmers for trial in diverse
geographical locations and climates. In 1849, 60,000 packages of seeds were
distributed. This was the only way of learning whether new seeds would grow in
the diverse agricultural areas of the U.S. Although most did not, there were
some outstanding successes, and over a 100 year period the program seems to
have been immensely successful.^
The foreign plant/seed introduction program of the Patent Office was
transferred to the U.S. Department of Agriculture after 1862. This was a major
activity of the USDA in its early years.^
In 1839, Congress appropriated funds for the Patent Office to collect
agricultural statistics. The original intention of this effort seems, at least
in part, to have been the prevention of artificial monopoly occasioned by false
claims of scarcity. Within a short time, however, the Patent Office had begun
to gather further information, besides basic production data: exports and
imports of the U.S. and its major trading parters, disaggregated by commodity,
and various other international comparisons, became more and more routine.
Regrettably, no systematic data on yields were collected. The Patent Office
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did, however, commission reports on various agricultural subjects beyond the
simple collection of data. For example, the report for 1844 contains an
examination of the potato blight that had recently devastated the country, and
an analysis of the Hessian fly, which had become a "dreadful" pest. Several
chemical analyses pertaining to agriculture were initiated as well, among them
a comparison of corn with cane sugars (which showed corn syrup to be "equal to
the best muscovado sugar"), and a comparison of the oil content of several
grains, with an eye towards finding those which best fattened livestock.
While the Patent Office conducted its surveys of domestic and foreign
agricultural production and innovation with increasing enthusiasm, its efforts
were not universally well received. Despite the relatively comprehensive and
innovative format of the 1844 and 1845 reports, Congress declined to
appropriate funds for a separate agricultural report in 1846.-^ The
Commissioner of Patents, Edmund Burke, took the occasion to argue, in his
siimmary that year, for the beneficial and cost-effective results of the Patent
Office's publications. His illuminating arguments reveal the view, held
apparently with some controversy, that government oversight of the business of
agriculture was a legitimate function, and especially, that this oversight was
properly exercised by that department most concerned with technical
progress.fi/ Beyond the collection of data, the Patent Office had come to
recognize the public nature of private agricultural research, and took pains to
collate and publicize this research:
Another object of the agricultural report of the Patent Office was to
collect and embody every fact within its research, which tended to show
the improvement and progress of agriculture in the United States during
each year; and, in order to accomplish this result, so desirable and so
valuable to the agriculturist, every new discovery in the science of
agriculture, and those kindred and auxiliary sciences from which it
derives Its most essential aid--namely, geology, chemistry, and
botany--and every new Improvement and experiment in the practice of
agriculture, in this and all foreign countries, were carefully noted,
collected and embodied in a form which enabled every intelligent citizen
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to see and comprehend the progress of that greatest and noblest occupation
of man during the year. In order to perform this portion of its duties,
this office was amply provided with the ablest and most approved
publications of this country. England, Scotland, France, Germany, and
Prussia, not only relating directly to the science of agriculture, but to
all branches of science with which it had Immediate or remote connection.
It has also availed itself of the labors of eminent experimenters in our
own country, who kindly and generously communicated to the head of the
office the results of their labors and experiments.^
Burke did not, perhaps, share Ellsworth's visionary approach to the
agricultural duties of the Patent Office. His remarks do demonstrate, however,
a systematic Intention to expand and distill the agricultural information
available for the betterment of the republic, an intention which seems to have
been thwarted by a parsimonious and even suspicious Congress;
If Congress had deemed it expedient to continue the report, several
valuable improvements and additions to it were contemplated. A larger
field on inquiry had been marked out than had been previously
investigated. It was designed to embrace within the scope of future
Investigation additional crops and products, the amount of cultivated land
in the Union, the statistics of the movements of agricultural products
from the interior to the commercial marts and their export to foreign
countries, the prices of agricultural products, the wages of labor, etc.,
etc
That a department or bureau of government should devote a portion of
Its duties to the important interests of agriculture, is no new thing in
the history of nations. Most, if not all of the leading governments of
Europe have departments charged with these responsible duties, under the
supervision of officers called Ministers of the Interior. And such a
department seems to have been contemplated by President Washington and the
earlier statesment of the republic.!^
Burke went on to cite an address by Washington in 1796 in which he favored the
creation of a department of agriculture, as well as two Congressional reports,
dated 1812 and 1817, that concurred or recommended that Congress create a
National Board of Agriculture. The political will did not yet exist, however,
to centralize and empower an agency whose dominion extended beyond cataloguing
private behavior to stimulating and even supplanting it. Perhaps out of
bureaucratic self-interest, or sensitivity to Congressional fears of "big
government," Burke stopped short of endorsing such a move himself
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The Agricultural Societies
The role of agricultural societies as the political and, in a sense,
intellectual, origin of government-sponsored agricultural research has,
perhaps, been underestimated by historians of the USDA. Keen interest arose
within these groups about the latest techniques, fertilizers and implements;
the climate they generated, a mixture of innovation, competition, and
dissemination of results, has served the agricultural community to this day and
has formed an integral part of the "client" relationship that exists today
between farmers, the extension service, and the research institutions
themselves.
Although the societies were private institutions, many state and some
country societies received appropriation from their state governments. The
purpose of the societies was to form networks for the interchange of
information, from both private and government sources, and to stimulate the
kind of informal, unpatentable innovation that was necessary for agricultural
progress. This Invention activity might not be rewarded by the private sector
because of its public good nature. They accomplished this by using their
appropriation and dues to offer cash prizes at state and county fairs for the
best local farm horse, team of oxen, acre of corn, Implement, etc. They also
built libraries and purchased land for implement trials and other experiments.
A 1858 survey by the Patent Office showed that Connecticut's state society paid
the salary of a chemist to analyze the commercial fertilizers that were offered
for sale in the state, and New York funded an entomologist and paid $1400 in
premiums for experimental results (twice the amount of the state
appropriation). The societies also obtained and distributed seeds from the
Patent Office collection, which was begun in 1837, and exchanged seeds and
cuttings among themselves. Several owned experimental farms.
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The report of the societies provided an illustrative guide to the
priorities and ambitions of the local communities. A typical entry is given by
the Montgomery County Agricultural Society in Pennsylvania:
This society was organized about twelve years ago [1846] and now
contains 250 members, each paying $1 initiation fee, and 50 cents per
annum; or $10 for life. We receive annually $100 from the county, and
charge 15 cents admission to the Fair .... Two Fairs are held per
annum: one in June, for the exhibition of breeding stock, and the trial
of agricultural implements; the other in October, for the general display
of stock, tools, produce and manufactured articles. The amount last
awarded as premiums was $1,125, the largest being $20 for the best
cultivated farm of 100 acres; an equal sum for the best arranged farm
building; and $10 for the best imported cattle or sheep. We pay only the
traveling expenses of lecturers. A report of our transactions is made
annually to the State Society, and embodied and published in its volume.
We have not yet obtained a library, but are endeavoring to do so, by
purchasing a share in the "Norristown Collection," devoting our annual
appropriation to the purpose.
In every department of our agriculture improvement has been made.
The use of new machinery has led to a thorough cultivation of the soil;
the economical production of manure [fertilizer], and its application to
the greatest extent; the dissemination of agricultural reading; and the
introduction of superior live stock are effecting important improvements
throughout the district.
These analyses showed, according to the chemist's estimates, that the
value added per acre as a result of applying the fertilizer was less than the
cost of the fertilizer. These experiments served as concrete examples to
skeptical state legislatures of the benefits of agricultural research (although
in this case their aim seems to have been to protect farmers as consumers
rather than to increase production), and enabled the movement for state
experiment stations to gain momentum. For a fuller account of the efforts to
form the first state experiment stations, and the relationship between early
agricultural science and state politics, see Rossiter (1*^77)•
The state and county fairs provided a unique means of communication and
reward among farmers. Several of the prizes offered were substantial for the
period, and many were specifically targeted at agricultural implements. The
Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture offered $1,000 for the best
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mowing machine. Illinois offered $5,000 "for a steam-engine that will do all
the work of a farm." The New York State Agricultural Society recorded that
many visitors to our Fairs remarked that, had the Society done nothing
else than to secure the Improvement in implements on exhibition, the State
would have been amply compensated for all the outlay which had been made
to promote agriculture.
Table 1.5 summarizes the characteristics of state and local agricultural
societies in 1858 and 1876. These societies were particularly important in the
northeast where significant proportions of farmers were members. Many of the
members of these societies were not farmers but had strong interests in
agriculture and its progress. Contemporary farm organizations, while different
In orientation, can trace their origins to these early agricultural societies.
Early Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
The land-grant colleges that were established in 1862 were to be quite
different from the other early American colleges. The early American colleges
had a strong religious or professional school--law, medicine--orientation. The
curricula and activities of these colleges were designed primarily to preserve
and transmit traditions. The education was mainly recitation from memory
(Eddy, p. 4). Few options existed for (creative) interpretation, and there was
very little science and no laboratories for experimentation.
These early colleges did not have curricula that would generally improve
the productive skills of their graduates. First, no courses existed for
teaching common skills that would enhance income (or consumption) prospects of
the college graduates. Second, no organized research activity existed for
advancing the stock of useful knowledge. New, non-church related, colleges and
vmiversities were needed before these activities could be successful.
During the early 1800s, a few U.S. institutions successfully broke with
past traditions and started to teach college level courses that created useful
skills. West Point Military Academy established the first college level
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department of-engineering in 1812. Rensselaer's Institute, Troy, New York, was
estiablished in 1S24 to apply science to the common purposes of life (True,
1929, p. 42-43), It first focused on agriculture but later shifted to
engineering.
Other U.S. institutions, borrowing largely from the German advances in
laboratory-based sciences--chemistry, physics, and biology--established early
scientific schools. These scientific schools taught science using the new
laboratory methods and initiated research to discover new and useful knowledge.
In 1845, Yale University initiated its new science program with the addition of
two professorships. One was in agricultural chemistry and animal and vegetable
physiology, and the second was in practical chemistry (True, 1929, p. 63).. A
laboratory was opened to give instruction and Initiate research in general and
applied sciences. Harvard University established its Lawrence Scientific
School in 1847. During the late 1840s and 1850s, the Yale Analytical
Laboratory played a major role in the emerging field of agricultural chemistry
(Rossiter, 1975). In 1859, the Sheffield Scientific School was established at
Yale.
During the 1850s, several interest groups, including agricultural
societies, were exerting pressure for the establishment of new college programs
to teach agriculture and the mechanical arts (or engineering). The idea was
that the classical college curricula would be modified to emphasize practical
courses in agriculture, commerce, and mechanical art. Turner in Illinois and
Morrill in the U.S. Congress were focusing on new institutions for education
of common people. This idea was supported by the 1856 U.S. Agricultural
Society meeting (Rossiter, 1979). When Morrlll's bill first came before
Congress in the late 1850s, it failed to pass because of opposition by the
South. Plantation owners saw education as a threat to cheap farm labor needed
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for a successful plantation agricultural system. In anticipation of eventual
passage of Federal legislation supporting college training in agricultural and
mechanical arts, new state agricultural colleges were established in Michigan
(1855), Maryland (1856), Iowa (1858), and Pennsylvania (1862). The state
agricultural colleges of Michigan, Maryland and Pennsylvania were operating
before the Morrill Act was passed.
After The South withdrew from the rest of the United States at the start
of the Civil War in 1861, the main obstacle to passage of a land-grant college
bill was removed. The Morrill Act was easily passed by Congress and signed by
President Lincoln in 1862. The Act provided a one-time land-grant to states
for the support of at least one college where the main object was teaching
courses in agriculture and the mechanical arts.
The new land-grant colleges faced several serious problems. First, when
new institutions were established, the Morrill Act land endowments provided
insufficient resources for building and operating an institution. Restrictions
placed on the sale of the land-grant land and farmers' access to "free-
Homestead Act land made land-grant endowments have low values (Eddy, p. 51).
Only current income or Interest on the principal could be spent. Also, Morrill
Act funds could not be spent for construction, purchase, or repair of
buildings. Second, very few youth who had agricultural and mechanical
Interests had a high school diploma. In general, the pool of high school
graduates was very small because the population of teenagers was small, and
only a small share of them completed or attended high school. High admission
standards meant no students, and teaching college preparatory courses was an
added drain on limited college resources. Third, no pool of college trained
persons in agriculture or engineering existed to staff courses. The
traditional U.S. institutions did not offer degrees in these fields. Fourth,
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the stock of knowledge and books on agriculture and engineering subjects was
almost nonexistent.
The new land-grant colleges also faced intense scrutiny or opposition by
some Interest groups. Church-associated colleges saw the new land-grant
colleges as a threat to their student enrollments and to their moral
leadership. The opposition by private church colleges was strongest in the
South. For example, clergyment made strong attacks against the University of
Georgia, and they seemed to slow the growth of state funding for the University
(Nevins, p. 46).
During the late 1860s and 1870s, agricultural interest groups were
frequently disappointed with the agricultural curricula of the new college.s.
The primary issue was relative emphasis on classical and scientific courses
versus practical courses in farming and mechanical arts. The leaders of the
agricultural interest groups failed to see the need for mastery of biology,
geology, chemistry, mathematics, and English. The agricultural interest
groups, e.g., Grange (founded in 1867), and Farmers' Alliance members,
frequently denounced the agricultural programs of the land-grant colleges and
went to state legislatures to register their protests and to demand changes
(Kerr; Eddy; Nevins, pp. 53-59; Scott, pp. 52-60), The Grange was in the
forefront of the movement that developed in the 1870s for establishing separate
state agricultural colleges (Scott, pp. 52-53).
The demands for useful material to teach in agricultural courses and for
information to local practical farm problems were a major driving force behind
the initiation of research by the faculty in the land-grant colleges. Because
of the very small knowledge base, the tools for discovery frequently needed to
be developed and the possibilities for applications of science to agriculture
were enormous. Farmers, however, demanded answers to current problems, but the
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faculty realized that advances in science were frequently required before
practical problems could be solved.
The establishment of early state agricultural experiment stations
associated with land-grant colleges marked the beginning of agricultural
research outside of the USDA and brought improvements in laboratories and
facilities required for research. Although 14 states had established public
agricultural experiment before 1887, the Hatch Act made Federal funds available
to states for experiment stations and facilitated the development of a
nationwide public agricultural research system located in each of the states.
Later, Federal legislation provided additional Federal funds for these
experiment stations.
Origins of the Experiment Station Model
Before the 20th century, the activities leading to the invention of new
agricultural technologies and improved agricultural production practices were
largely \morganized and frequently random processes. They were generally the
result of activities of private Individuals who had no formal research training
but who faced practical production problems or were seeking improved methods of
production, e.g., innovative farmers, blacksmiths, estate owners. A large
share of the advances from this informal system were mechanical rather than
biological in nature (see Evenson, Hayami and Ruttan).
Early attempts to formalize agricultural research and to build upon a
scientific basis occurred during the mid-19th century in Europe. These new
institutions, established in Scotland, England and Germany, built upon the
emerging science field of agricultural chemistry. The new chemistry of the
19th century was based largely upon experimentation, soundly designed and
executed laboratory experiments.!^ In the field of agricultural chemistry,
Justus von Liebig, a German, was the early scientific leader. His
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contributions came through his own research, his Intellectual stimulation and
training of other agricultural chemists, and his book Organic Chemistry.in Its
Relation to Agriculture and Physiology, published in 1840, Lieblg's book was
outstanding in the sense that it did "bring together and Interpret the very
considerable mass of chemical and related data pertaining to plants and soils
that had accumulated up to that time." (See Salman and Hanson, p. 22.) Liebig
established a very successful laboratory at Giessen for training research
students in agricultural chemistry. It was the first laboratory of its kind
and attracted students from all over the world, including aspiring young
agricultural chemists from the United states (e.g., Samuel W. Johnson).
Two Institutions were established in the United Kingdom during the 1840s
to perform agricultural research. A laboratory was established In Edinburgh,
Scotland, in 1842 by the Agricultural Chemical Association of Scotland, a
voluntary society. The laboratory was dissolved in 1848 because of its
inability to respond to the association members' demand for immediate practical
results (Ruttan, p. 68). In general, the Scottish farmers failed to appreciate
the potential of laboratory work conducted by a researcher who had obtained
scientific training, preferring Instead farmer initiated field trials
(Knoblauch, et al.)•
In 1843 an experiment station was established at Rothamsted, England, by
Sir John Bennet Lawes on his estate. Lawes, who had been engaged in the
manufacture of phosphate fertilizer from bones, also began to manufacture
superphosphate fertilizer in a nearby village In 1843. Sir Henry Gilbert, who
had studied under Liebig in Germany, was placed in charge of experimental work.
The station was supported by the profits of the Lawes phosphate enterprise
until 1889, then it was endowed through the Lawes agricultural trust. As the
research program expanded and became more costly, government funds were
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obtained to finance the work at Rothamsted (Ruttan, p. 68). The Rothamsted
Agricultural Experiment Station is the oldest continuously operating
agricultural experiment station in the world.
Starting in 1852, Germany states established 75 publicly supported
agricultural experiment stations. They were to seek out methods of applying
science, especially chemistry, to agriculture. The first German Station,
established at Moeckern, Saxony, in 1852, had a single objective of conducting
research. Diffusion of results was not to be a major activity. A brilliant
young chemist was hired as director and an experienced farmer was hired as
superintendent. This mixture of early staff was seen as advantageous for
representing both the scientific and practical side of agriculture. The
Moeckern station was chartered by the state of Saxony and obtained an annual
appropriation from the government to finance its operations. The station at
Moeckern and other German agricultural experiment stations were established
outside the college or university system and did not have teaching
obligations.!^ Control was decentralized, and stations generally received
strong support from local farmers' organizations and chambers of agriculture.
A move to more centralized agricultural research started in the early 1900s,
and a number of other changes weakened what had been established as the leading
world agricultural research system in the 19th century (Ruttan, p. 75).
The early attempts to apply science to agriculture in the United States
drew heavily upon the German system for its model of institutional organization
and training of agricultural scientists. Between 1877 and 1887, agricultural
experiment stations were established in 14 states, before the Hatch Act was
passed, which formalized federal-state cooperation and federal support of
agricultural research in each state,
The Connecticut State (New Haven) Agricultural Experiment Station,
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established by the state of Connecticut In 1877, was the first successful U.S.
agricultural experiment station. The station was established with research as
its sole function; It was independent of a college or university and had an
urban rather than rural location. The founders were convinced of the relative
advantage of laboratory experimentation and experimental plots over field
experiments and of the need for access to a library and public utilities
(Knoblauch, p. 23). It received an annual appropriation from the state but
could receive funds from other sources.
The management of the New Haven station was assigned to an eight-member
board of control, but they were to choose a director who was to be in charge of
general management and oversight of experiments and investigations. Samuel W.
Johnson, professor of agricultural chemistry at Yale, was appointed the first
director. He had been trained at Yale and by Liebig in Germany and had been an
enthusiastic proponent of agricultural experiment stations (Browne). Two
members of his research staff were also agricultural chemists. Early research
in this station focused upon chemical analysis of fertilizer and feeding
stuffs, seed testing and scientific relationships between soil and water (True
1937. p. 86).
Agricultural experiment stations were established in thirteen other states
between 1877 and 1888-. Two were established in New York (Geneva and Cornell).
All of these states were located east of the Mississippi River, except for
California and all were state supported except the sugar experiment station in
Louisiana. Ten of the twelve state-supported agricultural experiment stations
were connected with or located at a land-grant college and two were separate
(NY-Geneva, NC). The desirability of locating on the campuses of the
land-grant colleges was frequently debated because these colleges at this time
were poor struggling institutions. They had weak science programs, few Ph.D.
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level faculty, heavy teaching load, and poor facilities (Knoblauch, p. 24).
The early research efforts of these stations differed. The major areas of
early research emphasized in these studies were: chemical analysis of
fertilizer in New England and East coast states; testing crop varieties and
effects of fertilizer and cultural practices on crop yields in interior states;
livestock, especially dairy cows, feeding experiments in New York, Wisconsin,
and Maine; chemical analysis of feedstuffs in Wisconsin and Vermont; and
mechanical and chemical analysis of soils and their effects on crop yields in
California (True 1937).
The Hatch Act (1887) provided federal subsidies to a decentralized state
agricultural experiment station system. The agricultural experiment stations
established under this Act were to (i) acquire and spread practical information
on subjects connected to agriculture, and (ii) perform original science-based
research. They were to be established under departments of agriculture in the
1862 land-grant colleges. (Exceptions were permitted, Knoblauch, p. 124).
Each state meeting the provisions of the Act was to receive a federal
appropriation of $15,000 annually to support research investigations and
printing and distribution of results.
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Concluding Comments
Public sector agricultural research institutions in the U.S. have a
history of development and change prior to the major legislature acts providing
for their funding on a national basis. Some part of this prior history can be
traced to Europe where the initial development of the patent was made and where
the science of agricultural chemistry was established. The more important
part, however, took the form of institutional development in the years after
the establishment of the United States as a nation.
The founding fathers provided for the "promotion of progress" in the
Constitution. The Patent Office was the key organization charged with carrying
out the promotion of progress. It is of considerable interest that the Patent
Office actually perceived its mandate to be broader than the administration of
Patent Law. Indeed, the Patent Office clearly recognized that the patent was
failing to induce inventions in broad technology fields and that publicly
sponsored and conducted inventive activity was called for. This recognition
was critical to the later establishment of the USDA and the SAES system. It is
particularly noteworthy that this was realized at a time when the role of the
state was seen to be a very limited role.
The Patent Office did not itself devise the modem experiment station, in
part because the effective realization of the experiment station as an
institutional form did not occur until mid-century. The Agricultural Division,
did, however, conduct a number of trials of seed introduction and related work
demonstrating the value of this tjrpe of research. Its programs of work also
helped to develop support by the early farm organization, the Agricultural
Societies. These early Societies were generally oriented to supporting better
and more progressive farming. They utilized fairs and contests as a means to
encourage progress. The more structured research programs of the Patent Office
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supported their efforts and they in turn provided support for the Patent Office
programs.
State governments were also experimenting with agricultural instruction
and agricultural research prior to the development of national programs. The
Agricultural Societies (later the Grange and other farm organizations played a
major role - see Chapter II) in the 1840s and 1850s often encouraging these
state programs.
Thus in 1862, both the act creating the USDA and the Morill or Land-Grant
College Act bec^e law.
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1. Novelty was to be determined, under the first act, by a committee
consisting of the Secretaries of State and of War, and the Attorney General.
By February 11, 1793, when under the second act patent administration fell to
the State Department, the U.S. had granted 56 patents.
2. Although this seems only to make common sense, it was the first
concrete recognition in U.S. law of the analogy between the patent grant and
real property, the assignability of which represents an important common law
attribute. It also represented a clear efficiency gain, by allowing the
inventor to specialize in innovation and someone else to specialize in
production.
3. A claim was too broad "when the patent claims more than that of which
the patentee was the original and first inventor" (sec. 7).
4. It should be noted that a fair discrepancy may exist between the
device patented by the inventor and the invention he actually brings to market.
This development, or "sub-invention," phase is often critical to the economic
success of the invention, and may not in fact be at all obvious from the
original patent application. It may be that the invention is economically
infeasible without these subsequent improvements, or in general that a
competitor could not reproduce his rival's invention only from the patent
document. Thus, the complete transfer of economically valuable information
from the private to the public information set does not take place, but still
receives ^ facto patent protection.
5. Ellsworth cites the following examples of the benefits of this
program:
A short time since, the most eastern State of our Union was, in
a measure, dependent on others for their breadstuffs. that State is
now becoming able to supply its own wants, and will soon have a
surplus for exportation; and this is effected by the extensive
introduction of spring wheat. . . .
From experiments made the last summer, there can be no doubt
that the crop of Indian com may be improved at least one-third,
without any extra labor, and this effected by a due regard only to
the selection of seeds.
From the samples transmitted to the Patent Office, especially
from the shores of Lake Superior, there is a moral certainty of a
good crop of corn in the higher latitudes, if proper attention is
paid to the selection of seeds. Inattention to this subject has
lost, to the northern portion of our Union, many millions every year.
6. The spread of many agricultural implements to common use by this time
can be seen in Ellsworth's summary remarks:
Among the first inquiries of the political economist is the
question, how can the productiveness of the earth be increased?
Modern practice answers it easily. Manure and tillage are the
Instruments employed; either, alone, is comparatively useless.
"Grapes will not grow on thorns, nor figs on thistles;" nor will sour
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land yield sweet food. The nature of the soil must be changed, and
this is effected by draining.
Intimately connected with draining land, is that of subsoiling;
indeed, the last has lately been substituted for the former with good
success. The cheapness of subsoil ploughs brings them within the
reach of every farmer . . . (An account of the yields produced by
this technique follows).
There is much to console the husbandman in the reduction of the
cost of the necessaries of life which he has occasion to purchase.
Labor-saving machines are being introduced with still greater
success. Mowing and reaping will, it is believed, soon be chiefly
performed on smooth land by horse power. Some have regretted that
modern improvements made so important changes of employment--but the
march of the arts and sciences is onward . . .
7. Congress may have been concerned with checking what it perceived to
be a growing misdirection of resources, the 1845 report having grown to
pages, from in 1844.
8. After describing the extended communications network among the
agricultural press and private individuals upon which the Office relied, Burke
went on to defend the special interest the Patent Office had taken in
agriculture:
Assuming the general accuracy of those estimates, it is hardly
necessary to speak of their value .... without a knowledge of the
statistics of a nation, which embrace every fact relating to its
condition and welfare, moral, or political, it is almost impossible
to legislate wisely for its interests. And no statistical knowledge
is more important than that which exhibits the resources of a nation,
as indicated by the products of its labor. An important part of that
knowledge the agricultural estimates of the Patent Office were
designed to furnish.
9. The objections Burke chose to meet indicated that Congress's concerns
were not merely financial.
I am aware that it has been objected against the agricultural
report of the Patent Office, that it was unauthorized by the
constitution, and that, if permitted to be continued, it would
endanger the liberties of the people.
If collecting and laying before the country valuable statistical
Information is unconstitutional, I have no argument with which to
meet the object; and I am equally unable to comprehend how the
operations of this office, connected with agriculture, can endanger
the government or the people ....
It has also been objected that the agricultural duties of this
office have been assumed without authority of law, and were therefore
a grave abuse and usurpation of power. It is not proper, perhaps,
for me to vindicate the conduct of my predecessor (Ellsworth) under
whose administration of the office it was introduced ....
10. Some of these suggestions were incorporated in later editions of the
agricultural report, prior to the founding of the Department of Agriculture in
1862.
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11. It is not recommended, nor is it desired by the undersigned, that any
such department, or national board of agriculture, should be instituted by this
government. The practices of other enlightened governments are referred to
only to show that the exercise of such functions by government is not without
precedent, nor without utility.
12. For a fuller account of the efforts to form the first state
experiment stations, and the relationship between early agricultural science
and state politics, see Rossiter ( .
13. In Germany, chemistry developed into a science during the 18th
century. This was aided by the establishment of the first successful chemical
journal by Crell in 1784. Chemists were then able to have regular access to
the research of other researchers and to build upon that research (Hufbauer,
Price). Chemistry was seen as having considerable practical value to society
through its potential for improving human health and increasing production.
14. Although the modern research university was a German invention, it
did not include agricultural sciences. In 1809, Friedrich-Wilhelm University
of Berlin was established to aid the development of the new lab-based sciences,
e.g., chemistry, physics, biology, but agricultural facilities were not
established at leading German universities until 1863-1880.
15. Early agricultural research was also conducted in the United States
at the Patent Office, 1836-62. In 1862, this research activity was transferred
to the newly established U.S. Department of Agriculture (True 1937, pp. 41-43).
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First First Total Tota
State Cnty. Socs. Socs
Sue. iai6
1855 1818 17 62
1849 1824 7 21
1650 1842 16 25
1792 1811 43 74
LS20 1867 2 6
U52 1803 10 47
95 235
1832 1817 97 153
1666 1852 16 23
1827 1824 71 94
134 270
1847 4 10
1869 1819 10 27
1854 1857 33 36
— 1848 — 11
— 1852 S 27
1795 1815 13 10
1846 1853 10 77
1871 5
76 203
1846 1831 74 . 138
1851 1849 77 99
1853 1846 94 133
1848 1842 28 70
1851 1850 35 31
1 308 521
1859 1856 29 43
1854 1844 74 144
1859 1852 32 86
1858 1857 11 35
1862 1859 1 106
1 147 414
1876 1836 14 33
1867 1854 20 55
1869 7 13
- 1856 16 11
.1 57 112
1868 2 15
• . 1860 4 9
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1850 1 33
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•r. - L863 2 10
1861 1863 2 7
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CHAPTER 2. THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF U.S.
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
The establishment of what is now our current public agricultural
research and education system started in 1862. Research in the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture developed slowly during the period 1862 to 1900. During
this san£ period the land-grant colleges were struggling to establish a
successful teaching program in agriculture. During the 1870s and 18808,
fourteen states initiated agricultural experiment stations. The Hatch Act of
1887 provided a Federal subsidy that led shortly to the establishment of
agricultural experiment stations in all states.
The objective of this chapter is to provide a description of the direct
development and funding of the U.S. public agricultural research and educa
tional systems. The first section describes the development and organization
of agricultural research in the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The second
section describes the development of the land-grant college educational
system, and sections three and four focus on the early development of the
agricultural experiment station system and agricultural extension, which are
closely tied to land-grant colleges. In section five, long-term trends in
USDA, SAES, and private funding of agricultural research are summarized. Our
data will show that total U.S. private sector agricultural research expendi
tures have exceeded total U.S. public sector agricultural research expendi
tures in every decade except for the 1940s. Within the public sector, total
SAES agricultural research expenditures are larger than for the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, except during 1917-1919 and 1921-1949, The final
section concludes with a perspective on the emergence of two publicly
supported agricultural research systems and a private system.
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The U.S. Department of Agriculture
The U.S. Department of Agriculture inherited early research activities
from the U.S. Patent Office. The Patent Office had gradually acquired strong
agricultural interests. First, a large share of the patents were for
inventions that had direct agricultural applications. Second, the collection
and distribution of new seeds from foreign countries were coordinated by the
Patent Office. Third, the Patent Office started collecting and publishing
agricultural statistics in 1839. The first agricultural census was completed
in 1840. It provided the first national estimates of crop production for
major agricultural crops. The Patent Office used the 1840 agricultural
census estimates as a base and prepared national estimates annually for 15
crops during 1841-48 (USDA, 1969, p. 11).^ Fourth, during the 1850s, the
Patent Office initiated agricultural chemistry, botany, and entomology work
(Gaus and Wolcott, p. 4).
During the 1850s, farm groups were lobbying for a separate agriculture
department in the Federal Government (Gaus and Wolcott, p. 4). In 1862,
Federal legislation was passed establishing the U.S. Department of Agricul
ture. It, however, did not have Cabinet rank and operated with the leader
ship of a Commissioner rather than a Secretary until 1889. The purpose of
the new department was to acquire and diffuse among the people of the United
States useful information on subjects connected with agriculture in the most
general and comprehensive sense and to procure, propagate, and distribute
among the people new and valuable seeds and plants.
Isaac Newton, the last Superintendent of the Agriculture Division of the
Patent Office, was the first Commissioner of the USDA. He emphasized
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research organized around disciplines, individuals and educational activ
ities. He employed a chemist, botanist, entomologist, and a statistician.
The second Commissioner started to organize the USDA's research around
discipline-commodity themes and organized the research into divisions. By
1877, the USDA had five divisions: Chemistry, Botany, Horticulture,
Entomology, Statistics, and Seeds, and one bureau, the Bureau of Animal
Industry. Tlie staffing and facilities for USDA research remained small until
after the USDA received Cabinet status in 1889. Jimmy Wilson, who became
Secretary of Agriculture in 1897 and continued in that position for 16 years,
is credited with reorganizing and building the USDA's research program into a
first rate operation (Moore, p. 16; OTA, 1981; Baker, et al.).
The Early Research of the USDA
The early research in the USDA was simple, applied, and semi-
scientific, but we believe that it was important given the meager scientific
base in the 1860s. The early research had a discipline orientation and
focused on the following four areas: (i) plant introduction and
classification, (ii) statistics and statistical estimates, (iii) chemical
analyses, and (iv) livestock disease control. The first three research areas
had been initiated by the Patent Office.
The USDA invested significant resources in plant-seed introduction and
distribution. Plant explorers were sent on international expeditions to
search for new plant materials that might grow in the United States or that
would be more hardy than varieties of plants that were already growing in the
United States. "Riis research included plant classification work by a
botanist. Little systematic testing of new plant materials occurred before
1890, but the USDA did reproduce seeds of many plants in Washington (True,
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1937; Baker, et al., pp. 4-9). Packages of seeds were mailed widely by the
USDA to farmers and by Congressmen to their constitutients. Most seeds did
not grow successfully, but the wide distribution to locations having diverse
geo-climatic conditions provided an unscientific way of testing the new plant
materials. This mass introduction of new plant materials was the primary
method of finding new plants that would produce in newly settled areas of the
United States and that were more resistant to crops' diseases, insects, and
harsh climatic conditions. Although the public seed distribution program
continued until 1923, the USDA's introduction and testing of new plant
materials for non-horticultural plants became more selective and systematic
after 1898 (Kloppenburg). Early USDA successes were introductions of
Brazilian seedless navel oranges to California (Baker, et al., pp. 18-19) and
of hardier winter wheat varieties from Northern Europe to the Great Plains.
The USDA continued the activity initiated by the Patent Office of making
annual state and national estimates of crop production. In 1863, they
started preparing and publishing monthly or bimonthly reports on conditions
of crops based upon voluntary reports of crop correspondents in each county
(USDA, 1933, p. 3). Regular estimates and reports were begun in 1866 for
acreage, yield per acre, and production of important crops and numbers of
livestock. Starting in 1867, regular annual estimates of prices of farm
products were prepared and published. To improve their crop estimates, the
USDA set up a large corp of crop reporters—township reporters—in 1896,
started publishing the Monthly Crop Reporter in 1899, and later in 1905, the
Crop Reporting Board was established to help make further improvements in
crop and livestock estimates. Although the statistical tools employed in
these early USDA estimates were simple and the estimates were sometimes
subject to significant errors because of simple design, they represent a
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monumental first step to providing national and state market and production
information.
In 1862} virtually no information existed on the chemical composition of
agricultural products, soils, fertilizers, and agricultural wastes. Further
more, standard laboratory procedures did not exist for most analyses. This
made for slow advances in the chemical-content knowledge base and led to
early credibility problems for the chemistry profession (Rossiter, 1979;
Marcus, 1985, p. 47-48). In 1862, the USDA initiated studies on the chemical
analyses of wine grapes and on sorghum, including syrup and sugar. The
sorghum research was part of USDA efforts during the Civil War to find
substitutes for Southern products, e.g., cane sugar. Shortly thereafter,
chemical analyses of soils, fertilizer materials, and other agricultural
products were initiated. In 1869, the USDA chemist called attention to
extensive adulteration of fertilizers and feedstuffs with undesirable
materials (Harding). USDA regulatory activities for content and labeling of
these materials followed. During the 1890s, the USDA research on alternative
methods of chemical analyses of soils and minerals provided the basis for
uniform standards or procedures for public and private laboratory chemical
analyses.
Research on animal diseases began in the USDA in 1868 with an emphasis
on veterinary science. In 1869, studies of tick or Texas cattle fever, fowl
and hog cholera, and pleuropneumonia were initiated (Moore). Two early and
notable discoveries were the causes of tick fever and hog cholera. USDA
researchers showed that cattle ticks were the cause of tick fever, a
discovery that had great significance to animal and human health (Baker,
et al., pp. 32-33). Also, USDA researchers discovered that hog cholera was
caused by a virus.
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Rapid Growth of Agricultural Research
The course of USDA agricultural research changed relatively slowly
from 1889 through 1897. However, starting in 1897 and continuing through
James Wilson's tenure as Secretary of Agriculture, the USDA's funding for
research and scxentific staff expanded greatly, its research facilities were
improved, and the pSDA became a first-rate research institution.
Although the USDA was given Cabinet status in 1889, only modest
increases in USDA agricultural research occurred between 1889 and 1897.
During this period, USDA expenditures increased by 39 percent in real terms.
These funds went primarily into increased staff. Research facilities
remained very limited during this period.
In 1889, the USDA took steps to distribute its research results to
farmers. It established a Farmers' Bulletin series. Later these Bulletins
became a key channel for the USDA to distribute results. Beginning in 1894,
Congress required the USDA to publish an annual volume especially suited to
interest and instruct the farmers of the United States. This annual volume
Yearbook of Agriculture (Baker, et al,, p. 31).
The USDA s research situation began to change rapidly with the arrival
of James Wilson as Secretary of Agriculture in 1897. Shortly he took direct
charge of scientific and regulatory work. He reorganized it, and he set a
goal of building a USDA corps of full-time specialists that were the greatest
scientists available in their respective lines (Knoblauch, et al. p. 105).
Wilson set out to consolidate scattered USDA research operations under
centralized supervision and to organize the work into eight bureaus,
containing divisions as subunits. Only the Bureau of Animal Industry existed
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before his arrival, and between 1901 and 1905, he established seven new
scientific bureaus. They were, in order of year created: Plant Industry,
Forestry (later the Forest Service), Soils, Chemistry, Statistics,
Entomology, and Biological Survey,
Wilson was successful in obtaining large funding increases for agricul
tural research and improved research facilities. USDA expenditures on agri
cultural research increased by a factor of 10 in real terms between 1897 and
1913, and the size of the research staff increased by a factor of 6.5 (OTA,
1981, p. 36; True, 1937, p. 190). He obtained the use of 400 acres of the
Arlington National Cemetery for use as a research farm starting in 1903, and
in 1907, two laboratory buildings were completed at the current USDA
Washington Mall site (the current east and west wings of the USDA Administra
tion Building).
Organization of Statistical and Economic Research
The statistical and agricultural economic research of the USDA have
been closely related and sometimes conducted in Che same USDA agency. A
Division of Statistics had been created in the USDA in 1863; it became a
Bureau in 1903 and was renamed Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates in 1913
(Baker et al, pp. 501-2). A Farm Management Branch in the Bureau of Plant
Industry was organized in 1901, and its name was changed in 1905 to Office of
Farm Management as farm management research and extension work advanced in
the USDA. In 1919, the name was changed to Office of Farm Management and
Farm Economics and the research was organized in the following sections:
farm organizations, cost of production, farm labor, farm finance, land
economics, agricultural history and geography, and rural life studies
(Baker, et al., p. 501). Also see Figure 2.1.
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The statistical and agricultural economics research of the USDA was
consolidated into a newly formed Bureau of Agricultural Economics (BAE) in
3
1922. It was formed by combining the Bureau of Markets and Crop Estimates
and the Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics. During the first years
of the Bureau, research emphasized the collection of data on production,
prices, and markets for farm products. Correlation and regression analysis
was first applied to crop forecasts in 1929 (USDA, 1933, p. 3). The BAE
divisions and staff grew as advances in economics and statistical methods
occurred; in 1938, it had 20 program divisions. In that year a reorgani
zation occurred and some of the marketing work and all of the regularity
research were transferred to other USDA agencies. In 1945, BAE was given
sole responsibility for agricultural economic information and coordination of
economic and statistical research in the USDA. BAE had a relatively long
institutional life of 31 years, but in a major USDA reorganization by the
Eisenhower administration in 1953, BAE was abolished. Its market research,
agricultural economics (only part), and agricultural estimates work were
transferred to the newly created Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS), and
the farm management, land economics, and agricultural finance research were
transferred to a newly created Agricultural Research Service (Baker, et al.,
pp. 498-500; OTA, 1981, p. 120). Another reorganization in 1961 changed the
names of institutions to ones that are recognized today. The Statistical
Reporting Service (SRS) was created to direct the former AMS programs for
crop and livestock estimates, marketing surveys, and development of statis
tical standards and techniques. The Economic Research Service (ERS) was
created to carry on the major agricultural economics research functions of
the USDA. It took economic research functions from AMS, ARS, and the Foreign
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Agricultural Service, See Figure 2.1 for some minor recent reorganizations.
Organization of Chemical and Biological Research
For 90 years—1863 to 1953—the chemical and biological research of
the USDA developed and was frequently reorganized into discipline-commodity
oriented divisions and bureaus. In 1953, the chemical, biological, and
physical science (also engineering) research of the USDA were consolidated
into a newly created Agricultural Research Service (ARS). See Figure 2.2.
In these areas, the first Commissioner of Agriculture employed a
chemist, entomologist, and a botanist. Actually, the first two specialists
were carried over from the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office. A
Division of Chemistry was established in 1862 and a Division of Botany in
1868. In 1878, the USDA had five research oriented divisions—Botany, Chem
istry, Horticulture, Entomology, and Microscopy—and a Seed Division devoted
to seed introduction and distribution. The Division of Microscopy was
abolished in 1895 when skills with a microscope became common among bio
logical researchers. Serious livestock disease problems of the 1880s
resulted in the Division of Veterinary Science being expanded into a new
Bureau of Animal Industry (1884). (See Table 2.1 for legislation.) Divi
sions for Soils, Forestry, and Pomology (fruits) were established before
1897.
During 1901-1905, Wilson completed a o^jor reorganization of scattered
chemical-biological work into seven bureaus: Chemistry, Soils, Plant
Industry, Forestry, Entomology, Animal Industry, and Biological Survey. In
1927, the Bureau of Soils and the Bureau of Chemistry were combined into a
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils. In 1938, all of the soils research was trans
ferred to the Bureau of Plant Industry, except soil erosion work was trans-
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ferred to the Soil Conservation Service. The Bureau of Plant Industry and
Soils was formed. The Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, which had been
established in 1931, was then abolished in 1939, and the work in chemistry
and agricultural engineering were combined into a Bureau of Chemistry and
Agricultural Engineering. This reorganization occurred when most of the
Department's chemical research was being transferred out of Washington to
four regional utilization laboratories. This was not a good environment for
agricultural engineering. In 194A, the agricultural engineering research was
transferred to the Bureau of Plant Industry, and a new Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering was formed. The Bureau of
Chemistry was renamed Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry in
1943. This title remained unchanged until 1953 when chemical research was
transferred to the Agricultural Research Service (Baker, et al.,
pp. 470-476).
A Division of Dairy Industry had been created in the Bureau of Animal
Industry in 1895. The growing economic strength of the dairy industry during
the 1920s resulted in a separate Bureau of Dairy Industry being established
in 1924. It later (1953) became part of the Agricultural Research Service.
The Agricultural Research Service
The Agricultural Research Service (ARS) was established by the
Secretary of Agriculture in 1953 as part of a major reorganization of agri
cultural research in the USDA. It was established to consolidate the
chemical, biological, physical, and engineering research of the Department.
Also, it received all of the home economics and some of the farm economics
research. Regulator and inspection activities were initially included, but
they were later transferred to other agencies. The coordination and super




Experiment Station Division, This activity was also transferred out of ARS
in 1961 to a new independent agency, the Cooperative State Research Service
(CSRS) (Moore, p. 80). The headquarters for ARS was (and is) Beltsville,
Maryland.
The early ARS research was centrally organized and focuses primarily on
three areas: farm research, utilization research and development, and home
economics research (USDA, 1958). The farm research included the crops,
soils-fertilizers, animal husbandry, animal diseases and parasites,
entomology, and farm economics research. Utilization research, located at
the four regional utilization laboratories, was an attempt to develop new
scientific chemical and technical uses and new markets and outlets for U.S.
farm commodities and by-products. Home economics research focused on human
nutrition, household economics, and clothing and housing research.
Po8t-1957 changes in the research organization of ARS have occurred.
The Home Economics Division and Utilization Division have been combined into
a program of Nutrition, Consumer, and Industrial Uses. ARS lost its Produc
tion Economics Division to the Economic Research Service in 1961 but gained
two AMS marketing research divisions. The research units in 1967 were
designated Farm Research; Nutrition, Consumer, and Industrial Use; and
Marketing Research (Moore, 1967, p. 76).
In 1972, many of the research management decisions of ARS were trans
ferred from the Administrator in Beltsville to four regional administrators.
Previously, research planning decisions were focused in Beltsville, except
for some of the utilization research (USDA, 1981, pp. 80-82). The regional
boundaries of ARS were set up to correspond to the regional boundaries of the
State Agricultural Experiment Station administrative units. The new organi
zation has regionalized most of the research decisions in ARS. This has the
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potential for conflicting with a focus on important national problems that
are not confined to these particular regional boundaries (OTA, 1981).
Major Research Facilities
The USDA had a small research staff and very limited research facil
ities—offices, laboratories, farms, field stations—before 1890, In 1863,
the USDA had as office and laboratory space covering only six rooms in the
basement of the Patent Office (True, 1937, p. 42). This area had previously
housed the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office. A small experiment
farm was established in 1865 (True, 1937, p. 42). It was bounded between
what is now 12th and 14th Streets (S.W.) and Constitution and Independence
Avenues (Moore, p. 6). Also, a glass house for orchard fruits and a green
house were built about 1865. Small increases in office space and labora
tories were obtained during the next 30 years (Moore).
Research facilities improved steadily after James Wilson became
Secretary of Agriculture. He secured the use of 400 acres of Arlington
National Cemetery for an experimental farm. Research was initiated in 1903.
In 1907, two laboratory buildings were completed on the Washington Mall.
They were the current east and west wings of the present USDA Administration
Building. The connecting building for administrative offices was not built
until 1928-30 because of difficulty in obtaining funds (Moore, p. 17). In
1910, a 500-acre farm, originally part of the Birmingham Manor, was purchased
at Beltsville for research in dairy and animal husbandry (see Sheets and
Brandon). The Arlington farm was enlarged slightly in 1915, and gradual but
substantial additions were made to the land area at Beltsville. The
Beltsville Research Center was formally established in 1934. This was to be
the center of much of the USDA's biological, chemical, physical, and
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engineering research. In 1940-41, the Arlington farm and greenhouses at the
Mall were closed and activities shifted to Beltsville. Beltsville became the
headquarters of the USDA's Agricultural Research Service when it was estab
lished in 1953. The Beltsville Research Center currently consists of approx
imately 7,000 acres of land, many greenhouses and laboratories, and it is the
location of the National Agricultural Library,
The expansion of USDA research during the Wilson era was not limited to
the Washington and Beltsville areas. A large and increasing amount of the
work of the Bureau of Plant Industry was conducted at USDA field stations.
By 1913, BPI operated 18 field stations in 9 states, 8 in cooperation with
state experiment stations. In the same year, the Bureau of Entomology had 35
field laboratories in different parts of the United States (True, 1937,
pp. 197-198, 203). By 1931, the USDA reportedly maintained 51 field stations
in 24 states (Waggoner, p. 242). The number of research locations in the
states had increased further by 1958 (see Figure 2.3), and more than 150
research locations existed in 1982 (USDA, 1983).
Cooperative USDA—SAES research before 1900 was largely by individual
investigators, with cooperation based primarily on personal contacts. One of
the first efforts to conduct coordinated research programs involving Federal
and State researchers and cooperating farmers was the work in dryland agri
culture in the Great Plains area (Quisenberry, p. 218-228). Cooperating
units, fcrfiich formed the Great Plains Cooperative Association, were the Bureau
of Plant Industry and SAES of North and South Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska,
Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado. The association conducted research at the
stations then in existence and also established new stations. Stations were
established at Hays, KN, in 1901; Nephi, UT, in 1903; Amarillo, TX, in 1904;
and North Platte, NB, in 1906. By 1910, there were 20 stations in operation
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and by 1916, there were 29. Eventually 30 stations were involved (OTA, 1981,
p. 38). The experimental work was done jointly by state and USDA workers.
Regional research was given a substantial boost by two congressional
acts passed during the 1930s that established regional research laboratories.
In 1935, the Bankhead-Jones Act authorized the establishment of laboratories
in different regions of the country to work on priority problems of the
region (Baker, et al., pp. 226-227). Nine were established by 1940: Plant,
Soil, and Nutrition (Ithaca, NY); Pasture Research (State College, PA);
Vegetable Breeding (Charleston, SC); Poultry Research (E. Lansing, MI);
Soybean Research (Urbana, IL); Sheep Research (Boise, ID); Salinity
(Riverside, CA); Plant-Growth Regulating Substance, and Photo-Period and
Plant Development (Beltsville) (OTA, 1981, p. 38), These facilities tended
to be regarded as Federal field laboratories (OTA, 1981).
The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 authorized the USDA to establish
four regional utilization-research laboratories—one in each major farm
producing region—that were to concentrate on developing new uses and outlets
for surplus commodities. The laboratories were located at Philadelphia
(Wyndmoor), PA; Peoria, IL; New Orleans, LA; and Albany, CA and were
constructed about 1940. These utilization laboratories were placed under the
direction of the Bureau of Chemistry and Engineering (later the Bureau of
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry) until 1953, and then they became part
of the four Regional Utilization and Development Divisions of the Agricul
tural Research Service. Their first research activities were devoted to
developing war materials (Moore, p. 22).
In 1972, ARS was reorganized; the animal and plant inspection work was
spun off into the Animal and Plant Inspection Service (APIS) and ARS research
was organized on a regional basis. See Figure 2.4 for the locations of
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regional boundaries. Regional headquarters were located at Beltsville, MD
(Northeast); Peoria, IL (North Central), New Orleans, LA (Southern), and
Berkeley, CA (Western). The names of the regional utilization laboratories
were changed to Regional Research Centers. The Western Regional Research
Center is now located at Berkeley, CA, rather than Albany. Other major USDA
Research Centers are the new Russell Agricultural Research Center (Athens,
GA); National Animal Disease Center (Ames, lA)j and Plum Island Animal
Disease Center (Orient Point, NY), Figure 2.4 shows the geographical loca
tion of major ARS research locations in 1982.
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities
The land-grant colleges that were established in 1862 were to be quite
different from the other early American colleges. The early American
colleges had a strong religious or professional school—law, medicine—
orientation. The new land-grant colleges were to teach courses related to
agricultural and mechanical arts. They were, however, to struggle for 25
years before becoming successfully established.
The Merrill Act
During the 1850s, several interest groups, including agricultural
societies, were exerting pressure for the establishment of new college
programs to teach agriculture and the mechanical arts (or engineering). The
idea was that the classical college curricula would be modified to emphasize
practical courses in agriculture, coimaerce, and mechanical art. In the
1850s. Turner in Illinois and Morrill in the U.S. Congress were focusing on
new institutions for education of common people. In anticipation of eventual
passage of Federal legislation supporting college training in agricultural
and mechanical arts, new state agricultural colleges were established in
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Michigan (1855), Maryland (1856), Iowa (1.858), and Pennsylvania (1862). The
state agricultural colleges of Michigan^ Maryland and Pennsylvania were
operating before the Morrill Act was passed.
After the South withdrew from the rest of the United States at t'he start
of the Civil War in 1861, the main obstacle to passage of a land-grant
college bill was removed. The Morrill Act was easily passed by Congress and
signed by President Lincoln in 1862. The Act provided a one-time land-grant
to states for the support of at least one college where the main object was
teaching courses in agriculture and the mechanical arts (See Table 2.2).
States that were in rebellion against the U.S. government in 1862 and U.S.
4
Territories were excluded from benefits of the Morrill Act. The permanent
endowment of the new curricula contributed to wide interest among groups.
Debates and controversies raged in most states about where to assign the
income of the Morrill Act (Eddy). One of three policies was initially
followed: (i) add agriculture and mechanical arts to the curricula of an
existing private (or church related) college, (ii) add them to the curricula
of an existing state university, and (iii) establish a new college focusing
on agriculture and the mechanical arts (Eddy, p. 49). Furthermore, state
legislators sometimes changed the institution to which Morrill Act benefits
were assigned.
Eight states first assigned all or part of their land-grant benefits to
private colleges (see Table 2»3). All of these states were located in the
Northeast except for Oregon. Yale, Dartmouth, and Brown were land-grant
benefit recipients for only a short time. The University of Vermont, Cornell
University, and Rutgers became mixed public-private universities and continue
to receive land-grant benefits. Corvallis College was taken over by the
State of Oregon and converted into a state agricultural and mechanical
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college. Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Pennsylvania State
University remain private but continue to receive Morrill Act benefits.
Ten states assigned Morrill Act benefits to state universities (or
colleges) that were already in existence and were established significantly
before the states accepted the conditions of the Morrill Act (Table 2.3).
Kentucky^ North Carolina, and Mississippi later reassigned these benefits to
newly created agricultural and mechanical colleges. Louisiana later merged
an older state and new agricultural and mechanical college together.
The Struggle to Develop
The new land-grant colleges faced several serious problems. First,
when new institutions were established, the Morrill Act land endowments
provided insufficient resources for building and operating an institution.
Restrictions placed on the sale of the land-grant land and farmers' access to
"free" Homestead Act land made land-grant endowments have low values (Eddy,
p. 51). Only current income or interest on the principal could be spent.
Also, Morrill Act funds could not be spent for construction, purchase, or
repair of buildings. Second, very few youth who had agricultural and
mechanical interests had a high school diploma. In general, the pool of high
school graduates was very small because the population of teenagers was
small, and only a small share of them completed or attended high school.
High admission standards meant no students, and teaching college preparatory
courses was an added drain on limited college resources. Third, no pool of
college trained persons in agriculture or engineering existed to staff
courses. The traditional U.S. institutions did not offer degrees in these
fields. Fourth, the stock of knowledge and books on agriculture and
engineering subjects was almost nonexistent.
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The new land-grant colleges also faced intense scrutiny or opposition by
some interest groups. Church-associated colleges saw the new land-grant
colleges as a threat to their student enrollments and to their moral leader
ship. The opposition by private church colleges was strongest in the South.
For example, clergymen made strong attacks against the University of Georgia,
and they seemed to slow the growth of state funding for the University
(Nevins, p. 46).
During the late 1860s and 1870s, agricultural interest groups were
frequently disappointed with the agricultural curricula of the new colleges.
The primary issue was relative emphasis on classical and scientific courses
versus practical courses in farming and mechanical arts. The leaders of the
agricultural interest groups failed to see the need for mastery of biology,
geology, chemistry, mathematics, and English. The agricultural interest
groups, e.g.. Grange (founded in 1867), and Farmers' Alliance members,
frequently denounced the agricultural programs of the land-grant colleges and
went to state legislatures to register their protests and to demand changes
(Kerr; Eddy; Nevins, pp. 53-59; Scott, pp. 52-60). The Grange was in the
forefront of the movement that developed in the 1870s for establishing
separate state agricultural colleges (Scott, pp. 52-53).
Agricultural interest groups played a significant role in getting the
land-grant benefits that were originally assigned to Yale, Brown, and
Dartmouth transferred to different colleges. The Connecticut Grange waged a
struggle with Yale Scientific School, complaining that admission standards to
Yale were too high. They proposed that a sizeable portion of the land-grant
funds be transferred to Storrs Agricultural College, a private school with
lower admission standards. Several years later the legislature made Storrs a
state institution and transferred land-grant benefits to the University of
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Connecticut (Scott, p. 55). In Rhode Island and New Hampshire farm interest
groups played a role in wrestling land-grant funds from Brovm and Dartmouth,
respectively, and getting new state agricultural colleges established.
State universities that were in existence before 1862 and that received
land-grant funds were also frequently criticized. At the University of
Mississippi there was an attempt to teach agriculture, but the results were
so poor that in 1876, school authorities discontinued even the pretense of
providing education for future farmers. Members of the local Grange were
outraged and they demanded a separate college. In 1878, the state legis
lature chartered the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College at
Starkville (Scott, p. 53).
In North Carolina, the University of North Carolina was under attack by
the Grange starting in 1876. Later, the North Carolina legislature created
North Carolina State College (1887) and transferred the land grant to it. In
Kentucky and South Carolina the members of the Grange and Farmers' Alliance
played a role in getting separate new state agricultural and mechanical
colleges established (Scott, pp. 53-54).
In some other states major conflicts between the land—grant university
and farm interests resulted in a compromise. During the early 1880s, the
Farmers' Alliance led an assault against the University of Minnesota and its
organization of the agriculture program. In 1885, the organization charged
that the University was ignoring its responsibility for agricultural
instruction and was misusing land-grant funds. They branded the University
an utter failure in agricultural programs, and in 1886, the Alliance with
support of the Grange demanded that a separate agricultural college be
established. Although the Minnesota authorities rejected these demands, they
recognized that changes were needed. Anew university campus was established
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for farm students at St. Anthony Park (the St. Paul campus). In addition,
the state launched a farmers' institute program and established a two~year
school of agriculture (Scott, p. 54). *
The University of Wisconsin was also under attack by the Grange. In
1868, the University had established a school of agriculture, and it
developed a three-year course program that was built upon the University's 5
scientific school. It contained primarily courses in botany, zoology,
chemistry, and geology. There was one professor of agriculture (Nevins,
p. 56). During the early 1880s, the Grange charged discrimination against
farmers on the Board of Trustee of the University and against agricultural
students on campus. They claimed that an aristocratic atmosphere existed and
pointed to the fact that only one student had received a degree in agricul
ture in approximately 20 years. They also discovered that university entry
requirements included high school courses in mathematics that farm children
were unlikely to obtain. Thus, in 1883, the Grange demanded that a new
college be established. Attempts to pass a bill in the state legislature
failed. The University officials then moved quickly to order W. A. Henry, a
professor in charge of agricultural instruction, to institute a short-course
program for farmers. Also, the University cooperated with state leaders to
organize farmers' institutes (Scott, pp. 54-55).
The Illinois Industrial University had difficulty organizing a school of ^ ^
agriculture in the late 1860s (Moores, pp. 15-31). The Chicago and farm
*
press denounced President Gregory for the University's slow progress. He,
however, told the critics that the institution that they demanded was impos
sible. At an introduction to an agricultural short course in 1869,
Dr. Gregory declared: "Looking at the crude and disjointed facts which
agricultural writers give us, we come to the conclusion that we have no
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science of agriculture. Botany is a science, chemistry is a science, but
agriculture is not a science in any sense. It is simply a mass of
empiricism," This statement seemed to make the critics swallow hard because
they sensed its truthfulness (Nevins, pp. 54-57).
The need for college teachers and researchers trained in agriculture and
engineering had not been anticipated by supporters of the Morrill Act.
Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, and other colleges had difficulty finding
college trained faculty for their new agricultural (and engineering) programs
(Nevins), The new programs needed faculty who had a portfolio of skills;
scientific training, farming experience, and organizational ability. Eugene
Hilgard was a good example. He grew up near Heidelberg, Germany, and was
trained by Liebig in agricultural chemistry. He was on the faculty at the
University of Mississippi for a short time, and then the University of
California hired him in 1874 to head its agricultural program at Berkeley,
Shortly after starting his new duties, he embarked on a trip to explore the
agriculture of California. He impressed farm groups with his ability to talk
at their level but also to see the applications of agricultural chemistry to
many of their problems. He later showed skill in hiring other faculty that
became successful at the University of California.
The demands for useful material to teach in agricultural courses and for
information about local practical farm problems were a major driving force
behind the initiation of research by the faculty in the land-grant colleges.
Because of the very small knowledge base, the tools for discovery frequently
needed to be developed and the possibilities for applications of science to
agriculture were enormous. Farmers, however, demanded answers to current
problems. The establishment of early U.S. state agricultural experiment
stations—1877-1887—marked the beginning of organized public agricultural
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research outside of the USDA and brought improvements in laboratories and
facilities required for research. The Hatch Act of 1887 made Federal funds
available to all states for experiment stations.
Second Merrill Act
Asecond Morrill Act (1890) provided a direct annual Federal appropria
tion to each of the states to support its land-grant colleges for instruction
purposes. These were much needed funds for the struggling new colleges. It,
however, contained a new provision forbidding racial discrimination in
admission to colleges receiving the funds. Astate was given the option of a
separate institution that was to receive a "just and equitable" share of the
money. The southern states took the route of establishing separate Black
colleges. Maryland assigned its money to a private Black college that subse
quently became a state institution. Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Texas,
Kentucky, Virginia, Mississippi and Missouri gave portions of the funds to
existing publicly funded Black schools (Kerr). Delaware, Georgia, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, and West Virginia created new
land-grant schools for their Black residents. The "1890 Colleges," as these
colleges became known, received very little funding relative to the original
1862 land-grant colleges" or relative to the number of students enrolled.
The financial status of the 1890 colleges improved somewhat in the 1960s.
The 1890 Morrill Act in effect resulted in a significant increase in the
number of land-grant colleges. Over time, states have made further additions
to the list of colleges and universities receiving land-grant benefits. This
growth was aided by later Federal legislation (see Figure 2.2). In 1981,




The demand for knowledge about relationships in agriculture grew
rapidly in the States after the land-grant colleges were established. Agri
cultural faculty needed information for useful agricultural courses. Also^
the farmers of New England were demanding information about fertilizers.
These farmers who had relatively infertile soils were facing increased
competition in grain production from the newly settled agricultural lands of
the midwest and from reduced transport costs (Rossiter, 1975).
Although agricultural faculty conducted rudimentary research before
experiment stations were established, the "agricultural experiment stations"
became a key institutional innovation in the U.S. process of making the study
of agriculture a science. Agricultural experiment stations had been estab
lished in northern Europe during the first half of the 19th century, and they
provided a source of training for agricultural chemists and inspiration (see
Chapter 1). The first significant development of an agricultural experiment
station in the United States occurred in Connecticut.
Stations Before the Hatch Act
The early Connecticut developments were a result of work by several
members of the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale University and by farm
interest groups. During the mid-1800s, Sheffield and its Analytical
Laboratory were widely known for their teaching of agricultural sciences.
Samuel W, Johnson, one of the staff members, had studied under Liebig in
Germany where he became acquainted with the experiment station concept.
Morrill Act funds had been given to Sheffield in 1863, and it in turn
employed William H. Brewer as professor of agriculture. Among the students
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working under Johnson and Brewer was W. 0. Atwater, who also later studied
under Liebig in Germany.
Before the Civil War, Samuel Johnson served the state agricultural
society in Connecticut as its chemist to analyze fertilizers. His position
was discontinued in 1861, partially due to war induced prosperity (Kerr).
The post-Civil War recession and revived fears of competition with the newly
settled midwestern states resulted in a State Board of Agriculture being
established in 1866 and Johnson secured the appointment as first state
chemist in 1869 (Horsfall; True, 1937, p, 70). Johnson, using his position
as official analyzer of commercial fertilizer and aided by Brewer and
Atwater, campaigned for a broader state supported agricultural experiment
station. The State legislature resisted this move until a trustee (Orange
Judd, editor of The American Agriculturalist) of Wesleyan University,
Middletown, CT,, offered his personal funds ($1,000) and obtained cooperation
for use of the university's laboratory in turn for a 2-year appropriation of
$5,600 for an experiment station (True, 1937, p. 84). In 1875, the first
Connecticut agricultural experiment station was installed at Wesleyan. The
university's new professor of chemistry, W. 0. Atwater, became the director.
The work of this temporary station was principally fertilizer analyses.
Although the Connecticut legislature was dissatisfied with the arrange-
\
ments at Wesleyan, they were convinced of the useful potential of the agri
cultural experiment station concept (True, 1937, pp. 84-85). In 1877, the
arrangement with Wesleyan was not renewed, but the Connecticut legislature
established a new agricultural experiment station at New Haven and appro
priated $5,000 per year for its support.^ The management of the New Haven
station was assigned to an eight member board of control, and Samuel Johnson
at the Sheffield Scientific School was chosen as director and the station was
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located at Yale. Office and laboratory space for the station were leased and
(or) loaned by Yale (Horsfall).
The New Haven station was established with research as its sole function
and with an urban location. The founders were convinced of the relative
advantage of laboratory experimentation and experimental plots over field
experiments and of the need for access to a library and public utilities
(Knoblauch, et al., p. 23). The station continued at the Yale location until
1882, when the State legislature provided funds to buy part of the former
Eli Whitney estate at the north edge of New Haven. The New Haven agricul
tural experiment station, established in 1877, became the first successful
state agricultural experiment station.
The second state to establish an agricultural experiment station was
California. The University of California (Berkeley) began experiments at its
college farm in 1874 in an attempt to win support for the land-grant institu
tion from the state's farmers. Eugene Hilgard was appointed professor of
agriculture in the summer of 1874. In 1875, the University Regents gave him
a laboratory for chemical analyses and $250 per year for two years of experi
mental work which started in 1875. In that year he also began field experi
ments on deep and shallow plowing for v^eat grown for hay. Later he under
took experiments on fertilization of wheat (True, 1937, p. 87). Thus,
Hilgard combined new laboratory investigations with research plots.
After traveling the State of California to acquaint himself with the
varied needs of California's agriculture, Hilgard reoriented the research
program. In 1877, the State legislature designated the research at Berkeley
an agricultural experiment station, provided $5,000 per year of support, and
placed the station under the control of the Board of Regents, University of
California. Hilgard was the first director of the California station.
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Unlike Johnson at New Haven, Hilgard was not tied to commercial fertilizer
analyses, and the range of activities of the early California station were
similar to current experiment station (OTA, 1981, p. 33). ,
Between 1874 and 1887, a total of 14 states established agricultural
t*
experiment stations. The Connecticut or California models of organization
were generally followed. Experiment stations that were under the control of i
a land-grant college were established in New York (Cornell, 1879-81),^
7 8Tennessee (1882), Alabama and Wisconsin (1883), Kentucky and Maine
9 9(1885), and Vermont (1886). Stations that were directly under the control
of the state were established in North Carolina (1877),^ New Jersey (1880),
New York (Geneva, 1880-81), Ohio and Massachusetts (1882), and Louisiana
(1884, 1886).^ '^^ ^ In several cases, these later stations were also located
near the land-grant college, although the desirability of such a location was
frequently debated. These colleges were struggling institutions, generally
having weak science programs, poor facilities, and heavy teaching loads
12
(Knoblauch, et al., p. 24).
The early research of these experiment stations was directed to the
problems of local farmers. The major areas of early research were: chemical
analyses of fertilizers in New England and the Southeast; testing crop
varieties and the effects of fertilizers and cultural practices on crop
yields in interior states; livestock, especially dairy cow, feeding experi- T ^
ments in New York, Wisconsin, and Maine; chemical analyses of feedstuffs in
Wisconsin and Vermont; and mechanical and chemical analyses of soils and
their effects on crop yields in California (True, 1937, pp. 67-109).
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The Hatch Act
The Hatch Act of 1887 was one of the most important legislative steps
taken in the United States to develop public agricultural research in the
States. Support, however, came gradually. Interest groups' support for a
federally subsidized system of state agricultural experiment stations may
have started about 1870 (True, 1937; OTA, 1981, pp. 33-34). In 1871. repre
sentatives of 12 land-grant colleges met to discuss how to accelerate agri
cultural research, and in 1872, the Commissioner of Agriculture called a
national agricultural convention in Washington at which a committee on
experiment stations was appointed. Hilgard published one of the first
proposals for federal funding of experiment stations (Atlantic Monthly, May,
1982). He encouraged the use of federal funds in cooperation with land-grant
colleges for operation of a station in each state. Other support was
building during the 1880a (True, 1937, pp. 200-210; Knoblauch, et al,.
Chapter 4).
The experiment station bill was first introduced in Congress in 1882 by
Representative Carpenter from Iowa. It was based upon ideas of Seaman Knapp,
an Iowa State College agriculture professor, and called for "national experi
ment stations" at each land-grant college. The bill called for an annual
appropriation of $15,000 for each station and management by the States. The
bill was not reported from Committee until 1884, and it did not have enough
support to become legislation.
A new experiment station bill was reported to Congress by the House
Agricultural Committee in early 1886. The Chairman of this Committee was
William Hatch from Missouri. In the Senate, the bill was intensely debated
during 1887. States rights and some farm interest groups were afraid that
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federal funding would ultimately lead to federal control of the state experi
ment stations. Revisions allowed funds to go to independent (noncollege)
stations and left the U.S. Department of Agriculture with a minor role of
aiding and assisting the stations. The Hatch Act was signed into law by
President Cleveland in 1887, and appropriations were started in 1888. An
Office of Experiment Stations in the USDA was also established in 1888 to
administer the Act.
The Hatch Act caused state agricultural experiment stations to quickly
be established in all of the States. Agricultural experiment stations estab
lished under the Hatch Act were to (i) acquire and 'spread practical
information on subjects connected to agriculture, and (ii) perform original
science-based research. Each state meeting the provisions of the Act was to
receive a federal appropriation of $15,000 annually to support investigations
and printing and distributing the results. See Table 2.4.
Just before passage of the Hatch Act, there were 15 State stations
13operating in 14 states. By the end of 1888, there were 46 such stations.
The number increased to 55 in 1893 (OTA, 1981, p. 39). Within the overall
numbers, a few stations continued to be wholly State directed (two in 1906),
and three of the Territorial stations (Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico) were
sponsored by the USDA. Virtually all the other stations were tied to a land-
11grant college.
The Hatch Act, as other legislation that establishes new institutions,
left many issues associated with the activities and management of state agri
cultural experiment stations unspecified. Many of these issues were faced
during the first 30 years of SAES operations.
One area where relationship was developed was between the Office of
Experiment Stations, the USDA administrative agency for SAES. W. A. Atwater,
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vrtio left the directorship of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
at Storrs, became the new head of this office, Atwater aided experiment
stations primarily by providing them with information that might be useful
for research. In 1889, he initiated three serial publications, Bulletins,
Circulars, and the Experiment Station Record. The latter publication con
tained abstracts from American and foreign stations' research reports. In
1891, Atwater left the USDA to resume college research at Wesleyan
University, Middletown, CT. (Baker, et al., p. 36).
The Office of Experiment Stations took a much more active role in the
operation of SAES under A. C. True, who was its head, 1893-1929. Systematic
accounting procedures were established, station visits or reviews were
conducted for the first time, legitimate station research activities were
more narrowly defined, and expenditure of federal money on substations of
SAES was stopped.
The number of substations or branches of the state agricultural experi
ment stations expanded very rapidly during 1889-1894, apparently for
political reasons. True was convinced that these substations were only peri
pherally related to research and they were a drain on scarce resources, so in
1894 he ruled that federal funds could no longer be spent on branch or sub
stations. He also ended the policy followed in some states of using station
funds to support college teaching.
Extension Service
The Cooperative Extension Service inherited rural adult educational
activities that had been initiated before 1914 by the USDA, land-grant
colleges, and other organizations. The passage of the Smith-Level Act of
1914 formalized the guidelines for the cooperative extension arrangement
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among the USDA, land-grant colleges, local governtoents, and local private
organizations. It led to the establishment of an extensive county agent
system with offices in all 3,000 plus U.S. counties. This system has only
recently been consolidated in some areas.
Extension Activities before 1914
The route to discovery of ao effective teaching system for rural
adults was a long searching one. The early agricultural societies sought to
collect and distribute information among their members (see Chapter 1) and to
improve their members' farming practices, and to affect the farming practices
of their neighbors by example (Scott, pp. 26-27). The farm press, local
agricultural clubs and societies, county fairs, and pioneering instruction in
agriculture appeared before 1861. Farmers' institutes and college short
courses for farmers were initiated on a broad scale starting in the 18806.
The USDA started to distribute bulletins to farmers in 1889. Other USPA
extension activities started shortly after the turn of the century.
Farmers' institutes were labeled as early schools for farmers (Scott,
p. 93). They were an activity where practicing agriculturalists gathered to
learn of new techniques and methods from trained scientists and from progres
sive and successful farmers. The farmers' institutes first appeared in their
successful form in Massachusetts about 1859. Institutes were initiated in
Connecticut in 1866 and in other New England states later. These institutes
represented an expansion of the functions of agricultural societies and state
boards of agriculture. Successful farmers' institutes were established in
the Midwest in the 1870s and 1880s. Most were associated with the land-grant
colleges, e.g., Michigan, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin. They were a technique
used by these colleges to reach local farmers. Successful farmers'
^ IS
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institutes were established during the 1890s in the West, but they were
unsuccessful in the South (Scott, p. 87). The farmers' institute movement
grew rapidly during 1901-14; 8,861 institutes with an attendance of 3 million
were held in fiscal 1914 (Scott, p. 105). These institutes disappeared after
the Cooperative Extension Service was established.
College short courses for farmers first appeared in 1867, when the state
agricultural society in Michigan urged Michigan Agricultural College to start
a program. In 1871, the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania inaugurated a
four-day course that was devoted to trials of agricultural equipment and
lectures by the agriculture faculty. During 1874-1899, the Illinois
Industrial University experimented with special courses for farmers that
ranged in length from three months to two years (Scott, p. 153). Wisconsin
was the leader in developing short courses in their modern form. The first
session opened in 1886, and they proved to be a continuing success.
Despite frequent false starts, college short courses were a fixture on
most agricultural college campuses by 1914. They varied greatly in length,
content, and subject matter, but their purpose was always to reach and
instruct rural adults, primarily farmers. By 1907-10, college short courses
were being enthusiastically accepted by farmers.
Traveling college short courses in Illinois (1893-94) and in other
states were initially unsuccessful. Iowa State College's program started in
1905, and it was one of the early successes. It was developed by Perry G.
Holden, and it was a carefully planned activity — produced on request and
with a guaranteed fee (Scott, p. 157). Local groups provided the facilities
and advertising. Soon after Iowa began its traveling short course, other
states, e.g., Indiana (1907), Ohio (1908), Virginia (1910), took up the work,
using essentially the Holden plan. The railroads were a key means of
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transportation for short-course speakers and materials.
In the USDA, extension work with farmers began about 1900. Early work
in the South was led by Seaman A. Knapp and in the North and West by William
J. Spillman. They developed very different approaches to extension education
in the two regions, primarily because of different social structures and
information demands.
The USDA's extension work with farmers in the South was prompted by a
serious cotton boll weevil infestation during the early 1900s. In 1889, the
Bureau of Plant Industry hired Seaman Knapp, and in 1904 they assigned him as
a special agent to conduct boll weevil control activities in Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Texas. His USDA extension work expanded to other states as
the weevil spread. He developed a successful control program built around
field demonstrations (Baker et al, p. 43). He sought cooperation with state
and local organizations, worked with and through local farmers, and utilized
local demonstration fields to illustrate selection and better management
practices.
Knapp expanded extension activities in the South beyond boll weevil
control. The General Education Board — a private foundation initiated by
John D. Rockefeller to promote education — gave Knapp financial support for
demonstration work in states that were not infested by the boll weevil (see
Scott, p. 223; True 1928, p. 69). He expanded the scope of extension educa
tion activities to include the whole family. Boys' corn and calf clubs —
later 4-H — girls' canning clubs, and home demonstration work for women were
initiated in the South. Knapp's extension activities in the South relied
primarily on USDA information and on local farmers (and home makers) for
leadership assistance; professional assistance from the faculty members of
southern land-grant colleges was not solicited or obtained.
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The USDA's extension work in the North and West developed under less
pressing circumstances. In 1901 the Bureau of Plant Industry established a
Farm Management Branch and started surveys and studies of farms in the North
and West to discover practices of successful farmers. In 1902, they hired
William Spillman, an agronomist from Washington State College, and he began
shortly to conduct farm management research and extension work. Studies were
made of farming conditions and practices, especially of successful farms, in
various regions. In 1908, studies had been made of business management on
the most successful farms, including farm records, farm equipment, livestock
feeding systems, and general farm records. These were referred to as early
cost of production studies. Publications were prepared showing how farmers
could improve their management practices — frequently by diversifying their
crops.
In 1911, the Office of Farm Management, with Spillman as Head, was
organizing an early USDA farm management extension program. In contrast to
Knapp, Spillman used college trained men organized on a district basis and
worked closely with the faculty of the land-grant colleges.
The Smith-Lever Act
The first extension bill was introduced in the U.S. Congress in 1909
by James McLaughlin of Michigan, but it did not have enough support to get
out of committee. In 1913, Asbury Lever (S.C.-Representative) and Hoke Smith
(Senate) introduced similar bills that authorized cooperative extension work
between the agricultural colleges and the USDA. The agricultural colleges
were to establish extension departments (states could designate the institu
tion to administer it) with duties to give instruction and practical demon
stration in agriculture and home economics through field demonstrations.
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publications, and other methods. An annual federal grant of $10,000 to each
state was included plus additional federal funds that were to be allocated
with a formula — a state's share of the U.S. population (see Table 2.5)
The new Smith-Lever bill smoothed over differences between the North and
South in organizational philosophies for extension work (Scott, pp. 305-310;
Baker, p. 40). Northern agricultural colleges were not attracted to the
county agent concept which had developed in the South. They felt that it was
not substantive. The farming interests of the South were suspicious of
college trained persons, and farmers' institutes and college short courses
had not been successful in the South. The Smith-Level Act provided for
cooperative extension between the land-grant colleges and the USDA. It was
passed by the House and Senate and signed by President Woodrow Wilson in
1914.
Cooperative extension became a major adult educational activity. In the
USDA, extension work was removed from the Bureau of Plant Industry in 1915.
A new States Relations Service was established that included the Office of
Extension, North-West; Office of Extension, South; Office of Home Economics;
and Office of Experiment Stations (True 1928, p. 127; Baker, pp. 503-4).
Over time the regional extension programs were merged. Currently, Adminis
tration of Cooperative Extension at the national level is by the Extension
Service agency in the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
In the states, the state level extension organizations, located at the
land-grant colleges, have provided administrative leadership and subject
matter specialists. At the local level, a county office-county agent system
has been established. It has close ties to the state level extension, but
also provides a permanent local contact for farmers and other people seeking
information dealing with agriculture, rural areas, and home economics.
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Although the problems faced by farmers and other rural people have changed
since 1914, the current mission of Cooperative Extension is similar to its
initial one: to disseminate and encourage the application of research
generated knowledge and leadership techniques to individuals, families and
communities (Joint USDA-NASULGC Committee on the Future of Cooperative
Extension.
Table 2.4 provides a summary of other major federal legislation
affecting the funding of Cooperative Extension.
Funding of Agricultural Research
Private agricultural research expenditures were already relatively
large by the 1880s when the Hatch Act was passed — equal to 10 percent of
current private agricultural research expenditures. Furthermore, the decade
average expenditures on agricultural research by the private sector exceeded
the expenditures of the public sector for all decades except the 19408.
During recent years (1980-84), private agricultural research expenditures
exceed public expenditures by about 65 percent, and this represents a signif
icant increase in the relative importance of public agricultural research
over the decade of the 1970s.
The new Hatch Act funds appropriated in 1888 caused a significant
increase in U.S. public sector funding of agricultural research. After 1888,
rapid increases in total public funding of agricultural research did not
start until 1897, and it continued until 1931. The rate was 8.2 percent per
annum. Between 1931 and 1951, the rate of growth of real public agricultural
research expenditures fluctuated, being sometimes positive and sometimes
negative, but no net growth occurred over this period. Growth in public
research expenditures was at 6.4 percent per annum during 1951-78; then
growth slowed and became negative in 1981. (See Figure 2.5).
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Loag'-Tern Trends
We have derived the first historical estimates of private sector agri
cultural research expenditures. Data are available from the U.S. Patent
Office on the total number of patents and assigned patents (to business or
industrial firms) starting in 1839. For 1956, we have an estimate of total
private sector agricultural research expenditures that was obtained by
adjusting the total applied research expenditures on food and kindred
products, textile mill products, agricultural chemicals, drugs and medicine,
and farm machinery obtained from the National Science Foundation (NSF).
These expenditures were adjusted by using information on private sector agri
cultural research by detailed subject areas for 1961 contained in a 1962 USDA
report and converted to the 1984 dollars using our index of prices for
research inputs (see Appendix Table 2.10). The adjusted total private agri
cultural research expenditures in 1984 prices were then divided by the
average annual number of assigned patents in agricultural technology fields
for 1950-59 to obtain an estimate of real private agricultural research
expenditures per assigned patent for the decade of the 19508. This number is
then used to translate the average number of assigned patents per decade
1840-1949 into an estimate of average private agricultural research expendi
tures per decade. (See Figure 2.5 and Appendix Table 2.11.)
Before 1890, our best estimate is that private sector agricultural
research was large relative to public sector — mainly USDA agricultural
research. We estimate that private sector agricultural research expenditures
during the decade of the 1850s average $7.1 million per year (in 1984
prices). It increased by a factor of 7 for the decade of the 18608 (or $49.7
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millioa per year). During the 18708, private sector agricultural research
doubled approximately relative to the previous decade ($77.5 million).
The 1880s, however, brought another large jump in private agricultural
research expenditures, an approximate tripling over its size in the 1870s or
an average of $249.3 million. All of these large jumps in private agricul
tural research expenditures were due to corresponding jumps in private sector
inventive activity that was recorded in the number of assigned patents.
Our estimate of public sector agricultural research expenditures starts
in 1887. We estimate that total public expenditures on agricultural research
by the USDA and pre-1887 state agricultural experiment stations was $5.2
million (1984 prices) in 1887. Thus, private sector agricultural research
expenditures vrere more than 25 times larger than public research expenditures
during the 1880s.
In 1888, the first year of Hatch Act appropriations, total USDA and SAES
research expenditures jumped to $18.3 million (1984 prices), which is equal
to 1,2 percent of total public expenditures in 1984. (See Appendix Table
2.11). Most of this increase in agricultural research expenditures by a
factor of 3.5 was due to the federal funding authorized by the Hatch Act.
We, of course, do not believe that there was an immediate increase in
meaningful agricultural research output by a similar magnitude. The new SAES
system had to get its staff and research program established.
Growth in funds for agricultural research in the state agricultural
experiment stations and USDA were modest during 1888-1897, and private sector
agricultural research expenditures were lower on average during the 1890s
than during the previous decade by 21 percent. The 1890s was a period of
transition for the public and private sectors,In 1897, total USDA and
SAES research expenditures were $30.3 million; 85 percent were due to the
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SAES system. Under Secretary James Wilson (1897-1913), the USDA's research
expenditures grew at the fantastically high compound annual rate of 14.7
percent. SAES research expenditures grew at a respectable 6.A percent
compound rate, but this growth rate looked relatively pale in comparison. In
1913, the USDA's share of total public agricultural research expenditures was
38.8 percent. ^
Private agricultural research expenditures increased during the first
decade of the 20th century, but they did not reach the magnitude set during
the 1880s. The decade starting in 1910 showed more rapid growth. The
average rate of increase was 3.4 percent per year. Thus, private expendi
tures were growing more slowly than research expenditures of the USDA and
SAES. Private agricultural research expenditures were essentially the same
on average for the decade of the 1920s as for the preceeding decade.
The phenomenal growth rate for real USDA research expenditures continued
during 1913-31, but the rate of growth was slightly lower, 11.4 percent. The
growth rate of SAES expenditures was much lower by comparison, only 5.1
percent. The result was that in 1918 the USDA's research expenditures first
exceeded those of all 50 plus state agricultural experiment stations (see
Figure 2.5), in the 19208, private agricultural research expenditures were
only 20 percent larger than total public agricultural research expenditures,
and in 1931 the USDA accounted for two-thirds of the public agricultural t ^
research expenditures. (Total real USDA-SAES research expenditures in 1931
were 32 percent of the 1984 total).
Total public expenditures on agricultural research decreased by 17.9
percent as a result of the Great Depression (1931-34). The New Deal Programs
and preparations for World War II brought a 17.9 percent rebound in total
USDA-SAES funding between 1934 and 1939. On the other hand, private sector
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research expenditures were on average 2 times larger for the decade of the
1930s than during the previous decade. In 1939, the USDA's research
expenditures were 63 percent of total USDA-SAES expenditures.
During 1939-45, a period that was strongly affected by World War II,
there was a slightly negative trend in total real public agricultural
research expenditures. During the three years following the War (1946-48),
the USDA's agricultural research expenditures increased by 50 percent, but
the decline over 1948-51 was equally rapid. The real value of the USDA's
agricultural research expenditures stayed below the 1948 value until 1967.
Private agricultural research expenditures were on average 45 percent
lower during the decade of the 19408 than during the previous decade, or at
the rate of $471 million per year. Total public agricultural research expen
ditures in 1945 were $488 million. The decade of World War II was the first
and only period when U.S. public agricultural research expenditures exceeded
private ones.
The year 1951 marked a post-World War II low for the USDA's agricultural
research expenditures of $157 million (1984 prices), which was only 39
percent of its 1948 value. Real expenditures by the SAES system grew
steadily after 1942, and in 1949, the total expenditures by the SAES system
exceeded those of the USDA for the first time since 1920 (Figure 2.5). In
1951, total real USDA-SAES agricultural research expenditures were only 94
percent of the 1939 value and only slightly larger than the 1931 one. The
SAES system accounted for 69.3 percent of total public agricultural research
expenditures in 1951.
Total real public agricultural research expenditures grew at a 6.4
percent compound rate during 1951-78; the rate of growth of USDA research
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expenditures exceeded those of the SAES system ~ 6.6 versus 5.8 percent per
annum. The rate of growth of USDA-SAES public agricultural expenditures
slowed considerably for the remainder of the period. The peak in real public
agricultural research expenditures occurred in 1981 at 1,589 million; 65
percent of this total was accounted for by the SAES system. Total real
public agricultural research expenditures have been lower after 1981,
Private agricultural research expenditures increased at approximately
4.4 percent per annum 1950—84. In 1984, private sector agricultural research
expenditures are $2.4 billion. Private expenditures are 60 percent larger
than total public sector agricultural research expenditures at this time.
This represents an increase over the decade of the 19708 when the private
sector had only an 18 percent advantage. Thus, except for the decade of the
1920s and 1940s, we find that private U.S. agricultural research expenditures
were significantly larger than total public agricultural research expendi
tures. During the 1980s, private sector agricultural research expenditures
have grown relative to the public sector,
A Closer Look at SAES Funding
During the early years of the SAES system, federal funding provided a
large share of their total support, i.e., 82.6 percent in 1888. Although new
legislation was occasionally passed that increased federal support of the
stations, nonfederal—primarily state government funds—grew much more
rapidly. By 1913 nonfederal sources accounted for 67.1 percent of the total.
(See Figure 2.6). Except for $10,000 of funds to administer the Office of
Experiment Stations, the Hatch Act provided all of the federal funds for SAES
in 1888. However, over the first 67 years of SAES history, the Hatch Act
provided a very small share of total federal funds for SAES; in 1955, this
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share was 4 percent (see Table 2.6). This was due to a proliferation of
separate federal legislation providing funding for SAES. This legislation
was occasionally consolidated, e.g.. Amended Hatch Act of 1955. Federal
funds never provided more than 45 percent of total SAES funds after 1910.
The Hatch Act treated all States (and Territories) equally in providing
funding. They were each entitled to $15,000 per year. Thirty-nine States
and Territories obtained funding in 1888. This number increased to 48 in
1894. In each of 1930, 1931, and 1935, a new U.S. Territory was included in
the set of eligible states, giving a total of 51 States and Territories in
1935. The Hatch Act legislation fixed the payment to States in nominal
terms, so the purchasing power eroded as inflation in the cost of resources
for research increased. (See Appendix Table 2.11 for a price index of
research inputs). Federal funds for activities of the Office of Experiment
18Stations did, however, increase to $75,000 in 1905. Much of this expansion
occurred as A. C. True expanded the role of his office.
New legislation was sought to increase federal funding of agricultural
research. In 1903, A. C. True and Congressman H. C. Adams of Wisconsin
cooperated to propose new legislation for SAES funding. True put together a
proposal for an (a maximum) additional $15,000 per year per state of SAES
support following the Hatch Act guidelines, except the funds were to be spent
solely on original research. The bill, known as the Adams Act, was passed by
Congress and signed by President Roosevelt in 1906, It doubled the federal
contributions to each state, although the increase was phased in over 6
years. During 1911 to 1925 the only increases in federal funds were for the
Office of Experiment Stations (a total of $230,000 in 1925). The federal
share of total SAES support dropped to an all-time low of 15.4 percent in
1925. (See Figure 2.6).
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Federal research funding for Che SAES system was subsequently raised
with the passage of the Purnell Act in 1925. It enlarged the scope of
federally supported station research to include efficiency of the agricul'
tural industry and social economic factors to improve the rural home and
rural life, i.e., economics, sociology, and home economics research. The
funding increases under the Purnell Act were phased in over 5 years and s
provided a maximum payment to each State of $30,000 per year.
In 1935, the Bankhead-Jones Act provided additional federal funding of
SAES. Funds were for the first time allocated on a formula basis—each
state's share of the U.S. rural population—rather than as an equal payroent
to each State. States were also required for the first time to match
19Bankhead-Jones funds with nonfederal funds. Before 1935, $60,000 per year
was the maximum federal payment that any one State could receive; and for the
51 States and Territories this amounted to $3.06 million. Although
Bankhead-Jones funds were phased in over 5 years, it added another $3 million
to SAES system funding.
Substantial additional changes were introduced in new SAES funding
provided by the Research and Marketing Act of 1946. It emphasized marketing
and utilization research and made provisions for support of regional research
by the States. For nonregional research, part was split equally among the
States and Territories and part was allocated based upon a new formula. See I -
Table 2.4.
Federal appropriations to the SAES were consolidated together in 1955
under the Amended Hatch Act. The total amount of funds that could be
allocated was left open-ended. Proportions were, however, established for
the share of the appropriation that was to be divided equally among States,
allocated by formula, allocated to marketing research, and to regional
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research (see Table 2.4.). Attended Hatch Act funds accounted for 98 percent
of the federal funds for SAES in 1956 (see Table 2.7).^*'
In 1965, the Research Facilities Act and the Special Research Grants
Acts provided additional funds to support research. The Facilities Act
funding was to be used to improve facilities—new construction, remodeling,
and new equipment. The Special Research Grants Act authorized grants to the
State stations, other public institutions, and individuals to perform
research on problems of concern to the USDA. Title V of the 1972 Rural
Development Act authorized funding of research on rural development and small
farms. Relatively little money has, however, been appropriated.
Title XIV of the 1977 Farm Bill continued most previous Amended Hatch
programs. The requirement that at least 20 percent of the funds be spent on
marketing research was dropped. A new Competitive Grants program was
initiated for high priority agricultural research, and all colleges, univer
sities, federal agencies, and private institutions were eligible to partici
pate. Recipient institutions are not required to match these funds. The
1981 Farm Bill continued the research provisions of the 1981 Farm Bill. See
Table 2.4.
Funding of Extension
The establishment and development of Cooperative Extension relieved
the research agencies of the USDA and the SAES system of the function of
disseminating research results to farmers and other nonprofessional users of
knowledge. To obtain an indication of the magnitude of the increase in real
resources allocated to public extension over the long run, we have chosen to
inflate the data on total outlays for Cooperative Extension by the price
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index for public agricultural research (1984 * 1.00). (See Appendix
Table 2.11.)
Following Che passage of the Smith-Lever Act, total real expenditures on
public extension increased rapidly at a 18.7 percent compound annual rate
during 1915-21. This was due in part to a 24.4 percent annual growth rate of
Federal funds for extension. Although the Federal share was only 27.6
percent of the total in 1915, it shot up to 67.3 percent in 1919. See
Figure 2.8. In 1921, real total extension expenditures were 17.2 percent of
their 1984 level; 38.3 percent was from federal funds.
The rate of growth of real expenditures slowed during 1921-32 to 3.3
percent per annum. Real expenditures decreased 14.7 percent between 1932 and
1935, and the federal share shot up from 46.7 percent in 1933 to 62 percent
in 1936. The total rebounded 26.4 percent during 1935-41, and although the
federal share declined some, it remained above 55 percent during these years.
In 1941, total real extension expenditures were 33 percent of their 1984
value. Starting in 1941, the trend rate of growth over the next 17 years was
a steady 3.4 percent per annum. In 1968, total real extension expenditures
were 60 percent of their 1984 value, and over this period the federal share
declined—reaching 34.5 percent in 1968.
Growth in funds for extension increased 3.7 percent per annum over
1969-82, and over this period the federal share first increased—to 1975,
then decreased. Real expenditures peaked in 1982, and they have been lower
since then. In 1984, 34.3 percent of the total extension funding was from
the federal government.
Reflecting for a moment on the size of extension relative to agricul
tural research expenditures, in 1984 public extension expenditures were 61
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percent of public agricultural research expenditures. This seems to be a
fairly large ratio.
Conclusion
Public sector agricultural research was formalized first in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture^ starting in 1862. The land-grant colleges, which
were also established starting in 1862, had a difficult time meeting the
demands of agricultural interests. Public agricultural experiment stations
that were established by the States during 1874-1887 were one institutional
innovation for producing knowledge about useful relationships in agriculture.
The Hatch Act of 1887 caused agricultural experiment stations to quickly be
established in all States.
Agricultural research expenditures by the private sector have exceeded
those by the public sector for all decades except the 1940s. In 1984,
private agricultural expenditures were $2.4 billion and for the public sector
$1.5 billion. The 63 percent relative advantage to private agricultural
research expenditure for 1984 represents a significant increase over the
decade of the 1970s.
The growth of real public agricultural research expenditures for the
USDA-SAES system are a remarkable 8.2 percent compound rate per annum for
1897-1931, but little net growth occurred during 1931-51. The growth rate
was 6.4 percent per annum during 1951-78. Public agricultural research
expenditures peaked in 1981, The U.S. Department of Agriculture had larger
expenditures on agricultural research than all states combined before the
Hatch Act, but, between 1888 and 1918, SAES system had larger total agricul
tural research expenditures. The rate of increase of USDA research funding
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during 1897-1931 was more than twice as large as the growth of SAES system
funding. The order was reversed during 1921-1948; USDA research expenditures
were consistently larger than total SAES expenditures. During the mid-1930s,
the research expenditures of the USDA were about 2 times larger than total
SAES expenditures. After 1951, the SAES system expenditures comprised more
than 60 percent of USDA-SAES agricultural research expenditures.
In conclusion, the United States has developed two large public agricul
tural research systems and a private system. The USDA research system is
relatively centralized in its management, although field research stations
and utilization laboratories are spread throughout the states. This system
IS not directly associated with university education. The SAES system is
decentralized in its management and staff locations among the 51 states and
Puerto Rico, Its staff is engaged in a joint activity of research and teach
ing. The SAES system, also, obtains its funding from federal, state, and
other sources.
The U.S. private agricultural research system has a more decentralized
management style and location of staff (or individuals) than either of the
f
public systems. This research is carried on largely by companies that
operate for a profit in the United States by selling products to producers
and consumers. The research staffs of these companies attempt to develop
knowledge that will lead directly to marketable productions. Patenting




^The annual crop production estimates were discontinued by the Patent
Office after 1848 because of a lack of state and local support in obtaining
needed data (True, 1937, p* 44; USDA, 1933, p. 12). The annual report of the
Patent Office included significant agricultural statistics by 1849, and the
report was published in two parts—one dealing with patents and the other
with agriculture.
2
True (1937, p. 47) indicates that in fiscal 1867, 58 percent of USDA's
budget went into the seed distribution activity.
3 -In 1915, an Office of Home Economics was established, and the Bureau of
Home Economics was created in 1923. It was the center of nutrition,
consumer, and home management research until 1953 when these research areas
were transferred to the Agricultural Research Service.
4
All States have benefitted from land-grant type legislation (Brunner;
Eddy).
^The station could not accept funds from nonstate sources.
^In 1879, an agricultural experiment station was established at Cornell
through a joint effort of the college of agriculture faculty and local farm
organizations. A representative administrative arrangement became
unmanageable in the early 1880s, and the Cornell station then became a
university department.
Fertilizer control and inspection w^re a major activity.
g
Revenue was closely tied to fees for certification of commercial
fertilizer sales.
9 , .
Fertilizer control and inspection were a major activity.
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The Louisiana legislature authorized funding for an agricultural
experiment station in 1884, but it did not start operation until 1886.
During the interim, a group of sugar planters established their own private
sugar experiment station in 1885 on a plantation near Kenner. The chemist
who was employed as the director of the Sugar Experiment Station became the
director of the state agricultural experiment station in 1886. The state
station had a fertilizer control activity (Kerr),
See Kerr (Ch. 1-2); Knoblauch, et al.; and True (1937) for additional
details about the early agricultural experiment stations.
12 In 1887, rudimentary agricultural research was underway in 13 other
states that did not have agricultural experiment stations (True, 1937,
pp. 109-119).
Some states, e.g.. New Jersey, maintained two stations for a while; one
Hatch funded and one state funded.
14The Hatch Act also aided the establishment of new land-grant colleges
in New Hampshire and Rhode Island. In New Hampshire, Dartmouth's loss of
land—grant and experiment station funds was also prompted by the receipt, in
1891, by the State of New Hampshire of a large estate near Durham conditional
on the establishment of a state agricultural college. See Kerr for
additional details on the establishment of experiment stations under the
Hatch Act.
Starting in 1907, Spillman's staff responded to calls from farmers
seeking information,
^^No funds from national organizations could be used for matching, i.e.,
General Education Board.
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^^Funding for state agricultural experiment station research increased at
a 6,2 percent per annum during this period.
18During 1988-1906, the Office of Experiment Stations had responsibility
for publishing research results, and during 1896-1940, the Office of
Experiment Stations administrated the agricultural experiment station funds
for the U.S. territories.
19 -Historically, most of the States have had enough nonfederal funding so
as to more than meet their matching obligations.
20 .With the Amendment, the Adams Act, Purnell Act, and Title I of the 1946
Agricultural Marketing Act were repealed.
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Table 2.2 History of Major Leglslaclon Affecting Federal Funding of Land-Grant


















Each state may establish and
maintain at least one college
where the leading object shall
be without excluding other
scientific and classical studies,
and including military tactics,
to teach courses related to
agriculture and mechanical arts
in order to promote the liberal
and practical education of the
industrial classes.
Each state could receive addi
tional funds to more completely
endow and support land-grant
colleges. The receipts were to
pay for instruction in agri
culture, mechanical arts, the
English language and branches of
mathematics, physical, natural
and economic sciences related to
agriculture and mechanical arts.
Blacks were to be admitted to
land-grant institutions. States
could establish separate land-
grant colleges for Blacks.
Same as Second Morrill Act with
the additional specification
that a portion of the fund could
be used for "providing courses
for the special preparation of
instructors for teaching the
elements of agriculture and
mechanic arts."
The land-grant colleges and U.S.
Department of Agriculture were
to cooperate in extension work.
The extension work was to con
sist of instruction and
practical demonstrations in
agriculture and home economics
to persons who are not attending
the land-grant college. Infor
mation was to be supplied
through field demonstrations,
publications, and other methods.
Funding Mechanism
Each state was to receive
30,000 acres of land for
each Senator and {Representa
tive in CoTigress. States
where not enough public lands
existed to meet this Federal
obligation were given land
script to public lands in
other states. The income
from the land or principle
was to be used for operating
expenses (construction,
purchase or repair of build
ing was excluded).
Proceeds of public land sales
or Treasury revenues were to
go to each state and territory
in the maximum amount of
$25,000 per year. Each state
and territory was entitled to
$15,000 for the first year
and an Increase of $1,000 per
year for a total of 10 years.
No expenditures could be made
for construction, purchase or
repair of buildings.
Double annual appropriation to
$50,000.
Ten thousand dollars per year
were appropriated to each
qualifying state. Starting in
1915, states were to share
Increases in total funding in
proportion to their share of
the total U.S. rural population
but these increases were to be
matched by non-federal funds.
The increase for all states was
$600,000 In 1915, and the total
Increased by $500,000 per year
for a total of 7 years. The
total maximum Increment was to
be $4.1 million for later years.
No specific statement.States were eligible for national
grants to stimulate vocational
education in agriculture, home
economics, and industrial arts.
The grants had two forms: (a) for
training of teachers by public
colleges and (b) for paying for
part of the salaries of teachers
and directors of these subjects in
secondary public schools.
Source: True USDA, Misc. Publ. 36:
of the Bankhead-Jones Program," 1981, p
Eddy, Colleges for Our Land and Time; USDA, "Review
5.




















Same as Morrlll Act of 1862
as "amended and supplemented"
Same as Morrill Act of 1862
as "amended and supplemented"
Transfer of the administra
tion of the Bankhead-Jones
Act from Office of Education




$980,000; and "for the fiscal
year following the first
fiscal year for which an
appropriation is made in
pursuance of (the $980,000)
... $500>000, and for each
of the two fiscal years there
after $500,000 more than the
amount authorized to be
appropriated for the pre
ceding fiscal year and for
each fiscal year thereafter
$1,500,000."
Annual appropriation of
$7,650,000 which is distri
buted equally among the States
and Puerto Rico; $4,300,000
which Is allotted based on the
propostlon of State (Puerto
Rico) population to total U.S.






Accepted College or Univeraity









Yale University (Scientific School)
University of Vermont and State
Agricultural College
Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy (share, mechanical arts)
Dartmouth College





























































School of Mines/Rolla, and










Seminary of Learning 1869-
La. State Agr. and Mech. Coll. 1873-
La. State U. and Agr. and Mech.
College/Baton Rouge (La. State Coll.) 1877-
Univeraity of Mississippi (share) 1871-1878 '^
Alcorn University (share) 1871-
University of Wyoming
Iowa State College (University)
Kansas State Agricultural College
(University)
Maine State College of Agriculture and
Mechanical Arts (U. of Maine)
Mass. Agr. College/Amherst (share,
Agr.) (University of Massachusetts)
Michigan Agricultural College
Agricultural College of Pennsylvania
(Pennsylvania State University)





Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical
College (Ohio State University)




Agricultural and Mechanical College
of Missiasippi (share)
Agricultural College of Colorado
(Colorado State University)
Agricultural and Mechanical








































North Carolina State College of
Agr. and Mech. Arta
(N. Carolina State University) 1889-
Texas Agricultural and Technical
College (Texas A&M University) 1876-
Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical
College (Auburn University) 1872-
Illinois Industrial University
(University of Illinois)
University of Nebraska 1871-
Oregon Agricultural College
(Oregon State University) 1885-
Agricultural and Mechanical
College of South Carolina 1880-1889^^^




University of Florida/Gaineaville 1905-
Virginia Agricultural and
Mechanical College (share) 1872-
Hampton Institute (share) 1872-
Arkansas Industrial University
(University of Arkansas)
North Dakota State College
(University) 1891-
South Dakota Agricultural College
(South Dakota State University)
University of Idaho
Storrs Agricultural College
(University of Connecticut) 1893-
Rhode Island College of Agriculture






Agricultural College and Experiment
Station of New Mexico
(New Mexico State University)
State College of Washington
(Washington State Univeraity)
Alaska Agricultural College and























i''Connecticut transferred its land-grant funds to a new state collese in
1893.
—^Vermont Agricultural College was chartered as a separate college in 186A
and was combined with the Univeraity of Vermont, a private universityi in 1865.
Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts was a department
of Dartmouth College, 1866-1892. Land-grant funds were transferred to a new
state college in 1894.
—^Rutgers became a state university later.
- ® the land-grant funds were assigned to People's College.
Havana, New York. «- » i
1894"''^ ^°''^ transferred its land-grant funds to anew state college in
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Table 2.3(Cont inued)
Uni.«Iu/i„"t878"" •" «P"«ted from Kentucky
- University of North Carolina was closed 1870-1875: land-grant funds
transferred to State College of MM in 1887.
j-^Uuisiana transferred its land-grant to a new state college in 1873
k/~ l^nd-g'ant share transferred to a new state college in 1878.
1920^^""'^ ^""^ College of Agriculture and University of Maryland merged in
condition.!"""''" "" ""KU-hed .utficiently to »,<,t
1879~ l'"" 8"«- St.te i„„ed . bond in
abolished aix state coUegea in 1905 and created tm new
institutions, one of which was the University of Florida at Gainesville.
X'state receive land or csah with .«se baaic proviaiona as the firat (brrill
Source: Brunner, U.S. Land Grant Colleges and Universities. 1862-1962.

















Each state could establish an
experiment station to conduct
original research or verify
experiments on subjects bearing
directly to the agricultural
industry of the United States.
Stations were to be establish
ed under the direction of the
1862 land-grant colleges, but
exceptions were permitted.
Each state could receive addi
tional federal funding to pay
the necessary expenses of con
ducting original research and
experiments.
Each state could receive addi
tional federal funding for
research to (1) establish and
maintain a permanent and effi
cient agricultural industry
and (11) to develop and improve
the rural home and rural life.
(Note first emphasis on econo
mics* sociology, and home
economics.)
SAESs and USDA could receive
additional funding for research
into laws and principles under
lying basic problems of agri
culture; research relating to
Improvement of the quality of,
and the development of new and
Improved methods of production
of, distribution of, and new
and extended uses and markets
for agricultural commodities;
and research relating to con
servation, development, and use
of land and water resources for
agricultural purposes.
SAESs and USDA could receive
additional funds for marketing
and utilization research, and for
regional research Involving two
or more states on a problem of
regional significance.
Funding Mechanism
Each qualifying state was to
receive $15,000 per year.
Each qualifying state could
receive a maximum of $15,000
additional per year. Each
state was entitled to an in
crease of $5,000 for the first
year, and to $2,000 over the
previous years sum for 5 sub
sequent years.
Each qualifying state could
receive a maximum of $30,000
per year. Each state was
entitled to an increase of
$10,000 for the first year,
and to annual Increases of
$5,000 per year for U subse
quent years.
Maximum of $5 million per year
with $3 million to SAES. Total
increment of $1 million for
each of 5 years. Funds were
to be distributed to the states
on the basis of each state's
proportion of the rural popula
tion of the U.S. and each state
must match the federal contri
bution with non-federal funding
of SAES.
Total lncrementg"of $2.5 million
in 1947 and 1948; $5 million
Increase for 1949, 1950, and
1951; and such additional funds
as Congress deems necessary for
subsequent years. Allocation:
20% of each year's appropriate
to be split equally among states;
522 to be allocated by formula
(1) of which 50% according to a
state's share of the U.S. rural
population and (il) 50% accord
ing to a state's share of the
U.S. farm population. These
funds must be matched by non-
federal SAES funds. Another 25X
restricted to regional research;



















Funding to conduct original and
other research) investigations,
and experiments being directly
on and contributing to the
establishment and maintenance
of a permanent and effective
agricultural industry in the
U.S.. Including research basic
to the problems of agriculture,
and Investigations to develop
and improve the rural home and
rural life and hence the welfare
of consumers.
Funding available to SAES and
schools of forestry for forestry
research. It Included reforest
ation, wildlife habitat, wood
utilization and other studies
for full/effective use of forest
resources.
Funds available to SAES for con
struction, acquisition, and
remodeling of buildings, labora
tories, and other capital
facilities
Speclal grants for selected
projects, maximum of 5 years.
SAES and Extension Service
could receive funds for rural
development and small farm
research and education.
Continued most previous Hatch1977 National Agrl-
cultural Research, programs and Initiated a new
program of grants for high
priority agricultural research
to be awarded on the basis of
competition among scientific















Primarily extended the 1977
Act for 4 years.
Funding Mechanism
Open-ended appropriation. Allo
cation: 20% of each year's
appropriate divided equally
among stations; 26Z according to
each state's share of U.S. rural
population; and 26Z according
to a state's share of the farm
population. These funds must be
matched by non-federal SAES
funds. Restriction that 20Z
must be spent for marketing
research. An additional 25% for
regional research; and 3% for
USDA administration.
Money to be allocated by formula
set up by a committee. $10,000
per year allocated annually to
each state and of the remainder,
40Z was to be allocated accord
ing to a state's share of U.S.
total commercial forest land,
40% according to a state's share
of value of U.S. timber cut
annually, and 20% according to
a state's share of non-federal
forestry research funding.
Allocation: One-third equally to
each state, one-third according
to a state's share of rural resi
dents; and one-third to states in
proportion to their share of the
farm population.
Selection of projects to be
funded Is by Federal Adminis
trators.
Allocation to SAES similar to
amended Hatch Act allocation,
except 10% of funds for
regional research.
Combination of procedures
similar to Amended Hatch Act
1955 and Public Law 89-106.
Dropped requirement that 20%
amended Hatch funds be spent
on agricultural marketing
research.
Same as 1977 Act, but guaran
teed Hatch money at a minimum
of 25% of USDA expenditures
in cooperative research pro
grams and prohibited the sub
stitution of federal funds in
lieu of continued state support.
-
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Table 2.5 HlBtory of Major Legislation Affecting Federal Funding of Cooperative
BxCenslon, 1914-1981.
Year Legislation Provisions
1914 Smith-Lever Act Created Cooperative Extension
Service to aid In diffusing
among the people...useful and
practical information on
subjects relating to agrlcul"
























Provided for expansion of
Cooperative Extension Service.




Consolidated 9 existing Acts^
provided for appropriations for







Provided lucq) sum grants of
$10,000 per state ($480,000
total) and additional formula
funding. Formula funds were
allocated on the basis of a
state's share of the U.S. rural
population. Formula funding
phased in over 7 years, maximum
of $4.1 million. The formula
money was to be matched by
within state funds.
An additional lump sum grant of
$20,000 per state ($980,000
total per year) and an addition
al $500,000 starting In 1929 to
be allocated by formula. Re
quired 1/3 of added funds to be
matched In 1923 and full
matching after 1928.
An additional lump sum grant of
$20,000 per-state' ($980,000
total per year) and an addition
al $8 million to be allocated to
states by formula in 1936 and $1
million additional for each of
the next 4 years. Formula funds
to be allocated by a state's
share of the U.S. farm popula
tion matching, not required.
Two percent of the federal
appropriation was for Federal
Adm., 4% was set aside for the
Secretary for special need
allocation, and 94% distri
buted by a formula or a state's
share In the U.S. farm popula'-
tlon.
Provided that subsequent In
creases be allocated 4Z to
special need; 46Z based on a
state's share of the U.S. rural
population and 482 based on a




Provided $700,000 per year for
resource and community
development work.
Froze distribution of current
federal funds to each state.
Subsequent Increases to be 42 to
the Federal Service, and of the
remainder, 202 In equal propor
tionals to all states, and 402
according to a state's share of
the U.S. rural population and
402 according to its share of







Federal Rural Title V authorized work in rural








Authorized funding for extension
forestry and other renewable
national resources.
1981 Hie Agriculture
and Food Act of
1981
Congress abolished special
program funding except for $1.6
allllon for agr. marketing.
These funds were to be allocated
by formula.
Funds were to be distributed 42
for Federal Administration, 10%
for multi-state work, 20%
equally distributed among
states, and 33% each according
to a state's share of the U.S.
rural and U.S. farm population.
Changed the Rural Development
Title V formula of 1972 to 19%
for farm research programs and




funds became part of Smith-
lever formula appropriation.
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Table 2.6. Total Funds in Current Dollara of U.S. State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, Including the Office of Experiment Station,









1888 S585 _ $ 10 §125 $ 720
1889 585 - 15 125 725
1890 585 - 15 321 921
1891 660 - 20 227 907
1892 705 - 20 308 1,033
1893 705 - 25 245 975
1894 720 - 25 274 1,019
1895 720 - 30 - _
1896 720 - 30 413 1,163
1897 720 - 35 410 1,165
1898 720 - 40 490 1,250
1899 720 - 45 423 1,188
1900 720 - 60 450 1,230
1901 720 - 69 511 1,300
1902 720 - 76 606 1,402
1903 720 - 90 707 1,517
190A 720 - 90 788 1,598
1905 720 - 75 795 1,590
1906 720 720 84 1,057 2,581
1907 720 720 107 1,278 2,825
1908 720 720 123 1,648 3,211
1909 720 720 144 1,805 3,389
1910 720 720 109 2,193 3,742
1911 720 720 115 2,222 3,777
1912 720 720 120 2,628 4,188
1913 720 720 133 3,214 4,787
1914 720 720 143 3,739 5,322
1915 720 720 146 3,846 5,432
1916 720 720 163 3,894 5,497
1917 720 720 175 4,202 5,817
1918 720 720 210 4,775 6,425
1919 720 720 235 5,152 6,827
1920 720 720 226 6,191 7,857
1921 720 720 226 6,220 7,886
1922 720 720 210 6,685 8,335
1923 720 720 205 8,053 9,698
1924 720 720 210 8,799 10,449
1<)25 720 720 230 9,141 10,811
1926 720 1,680 233 9,791 12,424
1927 720 2,160 237 10,221 13.338
1928 720 2,640 246 11,660 15,286
1929 720 3,120 247 12,568 16,655
1930 735 3,600 249 13,576 18,160
1931 750 3,605 230 13,716 18,301
1932 750 3»607 133 12,888 17,378
1933 750 3,609 78 11,217 15,654
1934 750 3,611 65 9,827 14,253
1935 765 3,628 69 10,684 15,146
1936 765 4,230 69 11,430 16,494
1937 765 4,855 69 12,074 17,763
1938 765 5,467 83 13,586 19,901
1939 765 5,775 50 14,081 20,671
1940 765 6.083 20 14,368 21,236
1941 765 6,097 - 15,573 22,435
1942 765 6,405 - 15,738 22,908
1943 765 6,417 - 17,277 24,459
1944 765 6,492 - 19,941 27,198
1945 765 6.519 - 21,081 28,365
1946 765 6,694 - 25,859 33,318




Other Office of Non-
Year Hatch Act Legislation Experlnent Station^ Federal local
1948 765 9,366 41,089 51,220
1949 765 10,353 - 45,694 56,812
1950 765 12,694 - 51,711 65,170
1951 765 12,343 - 57,100 70,208
1952 765 11,663 - 64,000 76,428
1953 765 11,676 - 68,726 81,167
1954 765 12,688 - 75,912 89,365
1955 765 18,188 - 79,492 98,445
^The Office of Experiment Station Administered all SAES federal funds,
supervised the agricultural experiment station located in the U.S.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix Table 2.9. State Institutions Designated





















Alabama Agriculture and Mechanical University
Auburn University, Main Campus and Montgomery
University of Alaska, Fairbanks Campus,
Anchorage Campus, and Juneau Southeastern
Senior College
University of Arizona
University of Arkansas, Little Rock
Main Campus, Medical Sciences Campus, Nbnticello,
and Pine Bluff
University of California, Berkeley, Davis, Irvine,






University of the District of Columbia
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
University of Florida
Fort Valley State College
University of Georgia
University of Guam
University of Hawaii, Hilo and Manoa
University of Idaho
University of Illinois, Urbana Campus
Purdue University, Main Campus
Iowa State University of Science and Technology

























Louisiana State University and Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Baton Rouge
Southern University Agricultural and
Mechanical College, Baton Rouge
University of Maine at Orono
University of Maryland, College Park and
Eastern Shore
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Massachusetts, Amherst Campus
Boston Campus, and Medical School at Worcester
Michigan State University
University of Minnesota, Duluth, Minneapolis
and Saint Paul, Morris; Technical College at
Crookston; Technical College at Waseca
Alcorn State University
Mississippi State University
Lincoln University; University of Missouri,
Columbia and Rolla
Montana State University
University of Nebraska at Lincoln
University of Nevada, Las Vegas and Reno
University of New Hampshire
Rutgers The State University of New Jersey,
Camden, New Brunswick, and Newark
New Mexico State University Main Campus
Cornell University, Endowed Colleges and
Statutory Colleges
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical
State University
North Carolina State University of Raleigh
North Dakota State University Main Campus




















Oklahoma State University Main Campus
Oregon State University
Pennsylvania State University, Allentown,
Altoona, Beaver, Behrend College, Berks,
Capitol, Delaware, Du Bois, Fayette,
Hazleton, Main Campus at University Park,
McKeesport, Mont Alto, New Kensington,
Ogontz Campus, Radnor Center for Graduate
Studies, Schuylkill, Shenago Valley, Wilkes-
Barre, Worthington-Scranton, and York
University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez
University of Rhode Island
Clemson University
South Carolina State College
South Dakota State University
Tennessee State University
University of Tennessee at Knoxville
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical
University
Texas A&M University Main Campus
Utah State University





College of the Virgin Islands
Washington State University
West Virginia University
University of Wisconsin at Hadison
University of Wyoming
®A11 listed institutions were designated a land-grant institute by the
Bankhead-Jones review.





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix Table 2.11. Total U.S. Public (USDA and SAES) and Private






Year (1984«1.0) SAES USDA Total
(mill ions in 1!
1888 - 15.254 3.093 18.347
1889 - 15.360 3.030 18.390
1890 0.0472 19.513 4.767 24.280
1891 0.0469 19.339 4.435 23.774
1892 0.0458 22.555 4.214 26.769
1893 0.0471 20.701 4.119 24.820
1894 0.0444 22.950 4.392 27.342
1895 0.0454 5.374
1896 0.0452 25.730 4.469 30.199
1897 0,0452 25.774 4.558 30.332
1898 0.0468 26.709 4.423 31.132
1899 0.0493 24.097 5.051 29.148
1900 0.0521 23.608 5.067 28.676
1901 0.0522 24.904 8.927 33.831
1902 0.0547 25.631 11.865 37.495
1903 0.0571 26.567 12.907 39.475
1904 0.0557 28.689 14.794 43.483
1905 0.0567 28.042 14.797 42.840
1906 0.0583 44.271 18.971 63.242
1907 0.0605 46.694 25.256 71.950
1908 0.0596 53.876 26.510 80.386
1909 0.0617 54.927 39.287 94.214
1910 0.0632 59.209 35.570 94.778
1911 0.0612 61.716 45.033 106.748
1912 0.0640 65.438 50.016 115.453
1913 0.0664 72.093 47.666 119.759
1914 0.0655 81.252 63.771 145.023
1915 0.0668 81.317 60.419 141.737
1916 0.0753 73.001 65.511 138.513
1917 0.0933 62.347 59.893 122.240
1918 0.1020 62.990 64.490 127.480
1919 0.1091 62.576 74.601 137.177
1920 0.1225 64.139 63.184 127.322
1921 0.1016 77.618 90.039 167.657
1922 0.1062 78.484 149.369 227.853
1923 0.1087 89.218 148.289 237.507
1924 0.1089 95.950 151.598 247.548
1925 0.1130 95.673 195.858 291.531
1926 0.1133 109.656 206.346 316.002
1927 0.1126 118.455 190.107 308.561
1928 0.1153 132.576 199.922 332.498










































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix Table 2.11. Continued.
Price Index for Public Agricultural Private
Agr. Research Research Agricultural
Year (1984='1.0) SAES USDA Total Research
(mill.ions in 1984 dollars)
1975 0.5654 880.478 444.922 1,325.400 1,577.8
1976 0.5921 1,089.256 533.898 1,623.155 1,569.6
1977 0.6253 915.535 508.721 1,424.256 1,973.5
1978 0.6656 944.361 567.713 1,512.075 2,092.7
1979 0.7240 965.345 514.471 1,479.816 2,146.0
1980 0.7484 1,042.850 542.285 1,585.135 2,300.1
1981 0.8183 1,035.173 554.115 1,589.288 2,311.3
1982 0.8716 1,028.982 533.844 1,562.826 2,348.8
1983 0.9518 1,012.000 517.041 1,529.042 2,380.8
1984 1.000 1,026.012 515.799 1,541.811 2,444.7
1985 1.0355 517.840







Appendix Table 2.12. Total USDA Funds for Chemical, Biological, and Physical
Science Research and for Economics and Statistics
Research, Fiscal 1888-1986 ($ thousands)
Chemical, Biological, Economics
and Physical Science and Statistics
Year Research Research Total
1888 $146 — $146
1889 143 - 143
1890 225 - 225
1891 208 - 208
1892 193 - 193
1893 194 - 194
1894 195 - 195
1895 244 - 244
1896 202 - 202
1897 206 - 206
1898 207 - 207
1899 249 - 249
1900 264 - 264
1901 466 - 466
1902 634 15 649
1903 721 16 737
1904 817 7 824
1905 834 5 839
1906 1,101 5 1,106
1907 1,523 5 1,528
1908 1,580 - 1,580
1909 2,424 - 2,424
1910 2,248 - 2,248
1911 2,756 - 2,756
1912 3,201 - 3,201
1913 3,165 - 3,165
1914 4,177 - 4,177
1915 3,766 270 4,036
1916 4,933 - 4,933
1917 5,588 - 5,588
1918 6,274 304 6,578
1919 7,837 302 8,139
1920 7,365 375 7,740
1921 8,734 414 9,148
1922 14,972 891 15,863
1923 15,230 889 16,119
1924 15,472 1,037 16,509
1925 20,997 1,135 22,132
1926 22,204 1,175 23,379
1927 20,212 1,194 21,406
1928 21,885 1,166 23,051
1929 27,865 1,192 29,057
1930 35,022 1,370 36,392
1931 33,505 1,476 34,981






Year Research Research Total
1932 29 .717 1,303 31 ,020
1933 27 ,635 1,156 28 .791
1934 26 ,803 947 27 ,750
1935 27 ,221 1,063 28 ,284
1936 27 .373 1,126 28 ,499
1937 26 ,318 1,153 27
9 ' ^ ^
,471
1938 27 ,746 831 28 ,577
1939 34 .147 861 35 ,008
1940 31 ,844 1,111 32 ,955
1941 31 ,812 1,327 33 ,139
1942 30 .143 3,535 33 ,678
1943 31 ,386 3,186 34 ,572
1944 28 ,880 2,429 31 ,309
1945 30 ,391 2,110 32 ,501
1946 31 ,921 2,493 34
# ^ *
,414
1947 54 ,744 2,089 56 ,833
1948 69;,809 2,180 71:,989
1949 46.,062 2,282 48;,344
1950 27,,377 2,600 29,,977
1951 29.,044 2,150 31,,194
1952 32.,059 2,259 34,,318
1953 31,,470 2,246 33,,716
1954 35,,353 5,404 40,.757
1955 36,,165 6,557 42,,722
1956 39,,416 7,147 46,,563
1957 52,,303 7,866 60,,169
1958 58, 946 8,767 67, 713
1959 64, 631 9,049 73,,680
1960 65, 671 8,790 74, 461
1961 73, 182 8,996 82, 178
1962 77, 337 8,190 85, 527
1963 82, 080 9,742 91. 822
1964 96, 286 10,016 106, 302
1965 114, 376 10,138 124, 514
1966 130, 931 11,045 141, 976
1967 141, 747 12,122 153, 869
1968 157, 321 13,238 170, 559
1969 171» 331 13,023 184, 354
1970 157, 571 15,698 173, 269
1971 177, 578 15,202 192, 780
1972 190, 211 17,231 207, 442
1973 198, 933 18,187 217, 120
1974 204, 793 19,638 224, 431
1975 229, 165 22,394 251, 559
1976 290, 339 25,782 316, 121
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1977 290,109 27,994 318,103
1978 346,088 31,782 377,870
1979 338,416 34,061 372,477
1980 369,920 35,926 405,846
1981 416,367 37,065 453,432
1982 425,938 39,360 465,298
1983 454,184 37,936 492,120
1984 471,958 43,841 515,799
1985 490,609 45,614 536,223
Source: See Appendix 2.B-C.
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Table 2.13, Total Public Expenditures on Cooperative Extension, 1915-1985
(thousands).
Total Federal sources Total
Year (current) (current) (1984 $)
1915 3,597 1,486 53,851
1916 4,864 2,143 64,597
1917 6,142 2,719 65,827
1918 11,302 6,476 110,807
1919 14,662 9,039 134,386
1920 14,658 5,891 119,658
1921 16,792 6,434 165,178
1922 17,182 6,727 161,787
1923 18,485 7,505 170,054
1924 19,082 7,487 175,225
1925 19,332 7,553 171,083
1926 19,464 7,526 171,789
1927 20,147 7,521 178,928
1928 29,677 7,522 257,393
1929 22,870 8,829 197,496
1930 24,145 9,355 216,349
1931 25,449 10,428 239,181
1932 24,299 10,308 238,690
1933 21,977 10,255 221,318
1934 19,844 10,214 197,848
1935 20,441 9,503 206,057
1936 28,300 17,530 279,643
1937 30,034 17,970 281,477
1938 31,592 18,289 307,318
1939 32,402 18,709 314,891
1940 33,052 19,365 319,343
1941 33,465 19,319 310,724
1942 34,111 19,686 300,800
1943 34,988 19,693 297,518
1944 36,344 19,819 290,288
1945 38,172 19,873 306,110
1946 44,570 24,379 325,093
1947 53,724 28,445 339,169
1948 60,207 28,809 347,817
1949 67,242 32,197 393,001
1950 73,394 33,504 403,045
1951 75,983 33,545 382,787
1952 79,999 33,507 392,537
1953 84,593 33,559 401,677
1954 89,616 35,520 410,519
1955 100,617 39,675 444,618
1956 109,912 45,475 458,923
1957 118,902 49,865 472,398
1958 128,060 50,715 514,298
1959 135,265 53,715 512,367
1960 140,071 53,715 515,537
1961 150,098 56,715 538,371










1963 168,621 63,430 567,748
1964 177,932 67,120 575,459
1965 188,871 71,683 583,657
1966 201,223 75,183 589,059
1967 213,669 78,256 598,513
1968 225,477 77,882 556,871
1969 241,952 80,762 607,460
1970 290,688 112,718 694,927
1971 331,897 138,190 766,860
1972 354,359 148,519 784,153
1973 385,091 163,103 796,136
1974 407,455 165,604 770,819
1975 448,334 178,820 792,950
1976 499,288 192,662 843,250
1977 523,663 198,358 837,458
1978 583,544 212,926 876,719
1979 623,223 220,202 860,805
1980 680,999 229,946 909,940
1981 744,816 248,061 910,199
1982 852,101 268,326 977,628
1983 895,124 280,308 940,454
1984 935,897 290,941 935,897
1985 994,459 295,700 960,366
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Appendix 2.A
Price Index for Public Agricultural Research
The price index is constructed as a weighted average of an index of
salaries of college and university faculty members and the ^olesale price
index. The weights for the whole period were set at 70 percent for faculty
salaries and 30 percent for the wholesale price index deflator.
The index of faculty salaries was constructed as follows. For 1890-
1929, data on faculty salaries were not available. For 1889'*99, we used the
index of average salaries paid to public school teachers Historical
Statistics of the U.S., Part I; Colonial Times to 1970, (Bureau of the
Census, Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1975). For 1900-29, we used the index of average salaries paid for
educational services in the United States, also in Historical Statistics of
the U.S., Part 1; Colonial Times to 1970, (Bureau of the Census, Dept. of
Commerce, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975). For
1929-85, we used the index of average salaries paid to university professors
collected by the American Association of University Professors in Academe:
Bulletin of the AAUP.
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Appendix 2.B
Sources of Data for Funding of State Agricultural Experiment Stations—
For 1888-1905, the sources were Circulars and Bulletins, U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. The Office of Experiment Stations,
USDA. For 1905-1939, the sources were Report^ U.S. Experiment Station
Office; 1940-59, U.S. ESO-ARA (Experiment Station Office/Agricultural
Research Administration); for 1960-75, Funds for Research at State
Agricultural Experiment Stations and Other State Institutions; 1960-61,
ARS-USDA; 1962-75, CSRS-USDA; 1975-86, Inventory of Agricultural Research,
SEA, CSRS-USDA.
Sources of Data for Funding of USDA Research—
For 1888-1922, U.S. Statutes at Large, containing the Laws and Con
current Resolutions, Enacted U.S. Congress; Budget of the U.S. Government,




Funding for Chemical and Biological Research
in the U.S. Department of Agriculture
The Agricultural Research Service, USDA, was established in 1953.
Before that time the chemical and biological science research was conducted
in divisions or bureaus (see Figure 2.2). In 1888, when the data series
comioenced, equivalent ARS research expenditures included salaries from the
following divisions: botany, entoaK>logy, economic ornithology and
mammology, pomology, microscopy, and vegetable pathology. It also included
expenditures on the following investigations: botanical, history and habits
of insects (entomological), geographic distribution of plants and animals,
pomological, food adulteration and textile fibers, vegetable pathological,
and in the manufacture of sugar.
In 1892, expenditures for irrigation investigations began. In 1894,
salaries and expenditures for investigations with grasses and forage plants
in the Division of Agrostology were added, as was nutrition investigations.
In 1895, the Division of Agricultural Soils with its salaries and
investigations started up. The area of microscopic investigations listed
above was changed to include investigations of food adulteration and textile
fibers. Also, fiber investigations should now be included.
In 1898, division of biological survey also included those salary funds
previously in the divisions of microscopy and economic ornithology and
mammology.
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In 1901, the publication dropped separate salary category. The
U.S.D.A. established bureaus, which included the following research
expenditures: in the Bureau of Animal Industry, research included
experiments in animal breeding. In the Bureau of Plant Industry, the
research categories were vegetable pathological and physiological,
pomological, grass and forage plants, tea culture, and domestic sugar
production investigations, plus appropriate fraction of salaries. In the
Bureau of Soils, it was soil investigations and its salaries. For the
Bureau of Entomology, the research spending went for entomological
investigations and accompanying salaries. Bureau of Biological Survey,
biological investigations and salaries. Under Office of Experiment
Stations, equivalent ARS research expenditure included nutrition and
irrigation investigations.
In 1910, equivalent research expenditures were as in 1901, and it also
included all general expenses under Bureau of Plant Industry, plus
appropriate fraction of salaries, except for care for gardens and grounds.
The research total does not include expenditures for prevention and spread
of moths in the Bureau of Entomology. For the Bureau of Biological Survey,
all funds except those for enforcement of game laws and maintenance of
reservations are considered to be part of research funds.
In 1915, funds were added to (1910) earlier research categories: in
Bureau of Animal Industry, investigations on dairy industry, animal
husbandry, diseases of animals, and hog cholera.
In 1915, research funds were added under Bureau of Chemistry, for the
purpose of investigating foreign chemical and physical tests for food
exports, investigating poultry and eggs, and shellfish.
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In 1923, money was added to total research under Bureau of Chemistry
for investigating insecticides and fungicides. In 1925, Bureau of
Entomology research funds excluded money spent for control and prevention of
corn borer and Mexican bean beetles. The Bureau of Home Economics and Human
Nutrition was founded and its expenditures for research were added to the
total,
In 1930, the government established the Bureau of Dairy Industry and
its relevant investigations, which were moved out of Animal Industry. They
reorganized Bureau of Chemistry and Soils and added investigation of
Agricultural Chemicals and Soils to research totals. In the Bureau of Plant
Industry (1927), general research funds accumulated expenses for the
National Arboretum. In the Bureau of Animal Industry, investigation of
tuberculosis was added to agricultural research.
In 1934, the U.S.D.A. added the Bureau of Entomology and Plant
Quarantine. From the new bureau, research funds excluded monies spent for
transition inspection, foreign plant quarantines, and certification of
exports. The U.S.D.A. also added the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering and
its relevant investigations.
In 1940, the U.S.D.A. organized the Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry
and [Soils] Engineering (abolishing previously existing Bureaus of
Agricultural Engineering and of Chemistry and Soils). Also, beginning in
1938, funds from Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine spent on control
of emergency outbreaks of insect pests and plant diseases were not in the
research category.
In 1944, a new umbrella organization was founded, called the
Agricultural Research Administration (ARA). It included all previous
bureaus listed above with basically the same research functions. Also, from
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Soil Conservation Service, funds for soil conservation research were
included in research expenditures.
In 1954, the Agricultural Research Service was organized, in place of
the ARA. All necessary information for ARS funding was listed under
"Obligations by Activities," as 'Research'^
